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Young Wild Wesf's Silver Search
Or, ARIETTA AND THE LOST TREASURE
By AN OLD SCOUT

CHAPTER I-.Wild Saves a Treasure Seeker.

Crack-crack-crack!
Three sharp reports
rang out on the still morning air. Young Wild
West who had just emerged from one of the
· two tents of a snug little camp, situated in the
wildest part of the Rocky Mountains, in Coloradv, picked up his Wincheste1· _and ran for the
trail that was but a few yards distant. The clatter of horses' hoofs now came to ;his ears, and
he readily understood that some one was being
pursued. The dashing boy-hero of the Wild West
was not the sort to stand idly by when he could
be of assistance to some one who was in danger.
As he ran forward, his rifle ready to fly to his
shoulder at an instant's notice, a horseman suddenly appeared, coming down the mountain traH
at breakneck speed. The man'$ head was held
low, and his face was turned behind him, while
in his hand he held a revolver.
Crack! Three other horsemen appeared just
then, and the revolver spoke as it sent a bullet
at them. Crack-crack! Two shots came from
he pursuers right away, but on came the horsean, unscathed by the bullets. By this time our
'hero's two partnel'S, Cheyenne Charlie and Jim
Da1t, weTe hastening to the scene. But before
they reached him Young Wild West leaped out
· to the view of the pursued and pursuers, his
:rifle at his shoulder.
"Stop that!" he called out in a ringing voice.
Three to one is not a squa1·e deal!"
The speed of the fugitive's horse was slackned immediately, while a shout of joy went up
rom the rider. The thTee men, who had been
ent upon shooting him, pulled in their hoTses so
uddenly that they reared on their haunches and
airly slid a short distance down the gravelly
lope.
"That settles it!" exclaimed Young Wild West.
They are bad galoots, just as I tho;-1ght. I've a
otion to let them know what I thmk of them.
v Jove! I reckon I will!"
•He took a quick aim and pressed the ,trigger of
is rifle. Crang! As the report rang out, one
of the trio made a frantic grab for his hat; but
he was not quick enough, and it flew from his
bead.
"I reckon a lock of that galoot's hair went with
his hat, Wild." said Cheirenne Charlie, the faous Government scout and Indian :fighter, as a
ile showed on his bronzed face. "Yer sartinly
ade him understand what yer meant."
"Well, I did just what I wanted to, Charlie,"
as the calm retort. "If I had wanted to drop

him, you can bet I would have done it. I didn't
know just what the matter was, so I wouldn't do
that."
"Here comes the man they were after," spoke
up Jim Da1·t, who was a true Western boy of
about t.be same age as our her6.
Sure enough, the fugitive had stopped his mad
flight down the slope and was now riding back
to where the three were standing.
"I'm much obliged to you, gentlemen!" he exclaimed fervently. "I guess they would have
got me if it had not been for your interference.
Did you hit one of them when you fired?"
"I knocked the hat from the head of one of
them," Young Wild West answered. "That is all
I tried to do, fo1· I would not shoot a man unless
it was really necessary, no matter how bad he
was."
"Vlell, I guess you'll have to travel a long
distance to find any worse fellows than they are.
They have been following me ever since I left
Denver. They found out what I had come to
Colorado for, because I was not wise enough to
keep my business to myself, and they have tackled me three times. This morning they came
upon me just after daylight, and because I refused to give up a certain little chart I have got
with me, they started in to wipe me out. But I
managed to keep them off until I could mount
my horse, and then I struck out to try and get
awav from them. But they came hot after me,
and ·when we got upon a part of the trail that
was straight, so they could get a good chance
at me, they began firing, and I answered the
shots the best I could. I guess they couldn't
shoot any straighter than I could, for no one got.
hit."
"Well, if that sort of work had kept up for a
few minutes the chances are that you would have
got your medicine, for three afteT one is pretty
big odds," answered our hero. "But who are you,
anyway?"
'·My name is Malcom-George Malcom; and I
hail from Kansas City, Missouri. Again I thank
you for interfering in mv behalf."
"Oh, that is all right, Mr. l\falcoL.-n. It is
natural with me to always help the under dog,
and it is not necessary to thank me at all. I
reckon you left without -having breakfast, so if
you feel like it you can breakfast with us. Our
camp is right over theTe, as you can see."
"Thank you. I can tell that your invitation
comes from the hea1·t, so I will accept it. But
to whom am I indebted for this kindness?"
"Well, Young Wild West is my name. And
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these gentlemen are Cheyenne Charlie and Jim
Dart, my partners."
.
"What!" cried George Malcom, starmg at the
boy as though he could hardly believe that he
heard aright. "You are Young Wild West, the
Champion Deadshot of the West?"
"Well, that is what I am called," was the smiling reply. "As far as being the Champion Deadshot of the West is concerned, I have been lucky
enough to beat all the so-called champions, and
the title has come to me. But I never claim that
I am invincible in the line of shooting' with a
rifle or revolver, though I will say that I keep
in constant practice, and that I always make it a
point to be sure that I have got my target covered before I pull a trigger. I am only a boy,
of course; but a boy can do a whole lot, if he
makes up his mind to, and sticks to it."
"I should say so! Well, Young Wild West, you
are the very one I was recommended to in Denver. The proprietor of a hotel there told me if
I could find you, you would help me to find what
I am looking for in Colorado. He said that you
were a wealthy mine owner, and that you chose
to spend your time in traveling about the wildest
and most dangerous parts of the West in search
of adventure. He seemed to know you well, and
he praised you very much."
"What is his name, Mr. Malcom?"
"John Redhing, the owner of the--"
"I know him. That is where we generally stop
._,hen we strike Denver. Yes, Redhing knows me
very well, don't he, boys?"
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart both hastened
to answer in the affirmative.
"Well, I can't tell you how glad I am that I
have found you."
"Come on to the camp with us, and we will
talk it over, Mr. Malcom."
·
"All right. But, say! It would suit me better
if you would leave off the mister part of it when
you address me. I am not in the habit of it, you
know."
"All right. I'll call you Malcom, then. How
does that suit?"
"First rate. That's what I am called in Kansas City."
Young- Wild West brushed back his long, light
chestnut hair and led the way to the camp. Malcom could not help admiring the graceful, athletic form of the young deadshot, who looked so
well in the neat-fitting buckskin hunting suit he
wore and the whole expression of his face indicated quite p)ainly that nothing could have suit_ed
him better :just then than to meet Youn~ Wild
West and his partners. Cheyenne Charlie, the
scout, was a man something like ten years the
senior of his dashing young leader, but he always
put trust in the boy's judgment, and he loved
him like a brother. With his long, black hair
and flowing mustache and bronzed face, the scout
was a typical picture of the rough-and-ready
Westerner of that period, which was a few years
ago, when things were not in such a settled state
throughout the country known as the Wild West
as they now are.
,
Jim Dart, as well as Cheyenne Charlie, wore
similar costumes to that of our hero, and they
all looked fit fo1· anything in the line of fighting
man or beast. As they approached the camp,
GeoTge Malcom was surprised to see three females standing near a tent. One of them was a
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young woman between the ages of twenty an
thirty, and the others were girls in their teens.
They were all pretty, and looked well in the
hunting and riding costumes- they wore.
One o
them was exceptionally beautiful, and right here
we may as well state that she was Arietta Murdock, the charming girl-sweetheart of dashing
Young Wild West. She was a blonde, and with;
her wealth of golden hair hanging over her shoulders, she made a picture that an artist might have
gloried in painting. The other young girl of the
party was Eloise Gardner, the sweetheart of Ji~
Dart, while the young woman was Anna, the wif
of Cheyenne Charlie, the scout.
"A little excitement so early in the mo1·ning,
eh, Wild?" called out the young deadshot's sweetheart, as they came up. "We were standing here
waiting to find out whether we would be needed
or not. But it seems that you soon settled the.
difficulty."
.
"It didn't take much to settle it, Et," was h
reply.
Then the boy introduced George Malcom, an
told what he had related about himself. T
young man from Kansas City proved to be quite
a conversationalist, and declared that, while h
had felt pretty sure that he was going to los
his life when he was being chased by the villainous trio, he had thoroughly recovered from hi<
fright now.
"How about ther breakfast?" spoke up Chey:
enne Charlie just then. "What's ther matter with
them two lazy, heathen galoots this mornin'
Yer can't tell me that ther shootin' didn't wake'
'em! I'll bet they looked out, an' when the
see!! there wasn't any danger they went ter slee:p
ag'1n."
"Me comee outtee light away, Mis!P.r Charlie,'f
piped a voice from inside the larger of the twoH
tents that were erected close under a hangingl.i
cliff.
OE
"Me comee too, so be, Misler Cha1·lie," anothe}!l(
voice was heard to say.
o:
Malcom looked amused.
la
"Chinamen, eh?" he observed, turning to ouiti
hero.
eE
"Yes," was the reply. "One is our cook, an(a,
the other our all-around man and entertainer." u·
"Entertainer?"
n,
'.'Yes, he can_ be called ~hat, more than any.VE
thmg ~lse, I tl11nk.. You will find that out if yo11e
stay with us a while, and by the way you haviOl
been talking-, I think you do."
ve
"I surely do, if you will permit me. I wan }\,
you to help me find a lost treasure."
ie·
Young Wild We.st opened wide his eyes.
iw
"A lost treasure, eh?" he remarked. "TheTnd
are lots of supposedly lost treasures, Malcon: "
But few are ever found."
, 1
"This one . sho~ld be found, for there is n;t
d?ubt about 1t bemg somewhere in this very r(he
g1on. T~ere are ten ton~ of silver-virgin silve 4t
too-buri~d somewhere m. these mountains, an~ c
the sp<?t 1s ma1:ked by a little vault that is COV; 1
~red with growmg grass. I am sure of this, favE
1t was mY: father who lost. it. He is at home bo 1
Kansas_ City, blmd and cnppled from the disaad
ter wlnch caused the treasure to be lost. ave
could not come to look for it, so as soon as ar·
became of age he deputized me to come and h~en
for it. The silver was lost three years ago an
the biggest part of that time my poor f;thi
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was suffering so much with his head that his miles or more from the spot, totally blind from
memo1·y was impaired. But at last he came to the injuries he had received.
his full senses, and then he drew a map--blind
as he is-of the spot. I want to find the lost
treasure, and if you will lend your aid, on a fair
percentage, I know it will be done."
CHAPTER II.-Wild Starts His Silver Search.
Wild was now very much interested. The way
It was a remarkable story that George Malcom
the young man talked showed his confidence and
sincerity, and it made him think that there was told, and had it not been that he had already
put down the young man as being honest and
something in it.
"All right," the young deadshot answered. "You truthful, Young Wild West would not have becan bet that we will help you out. But while the lieved a great deal of it.
"Malcom," said he, looking at the young man
cook is getting the breakfast ready, you can show
us the little map you have, if you don't mind. curiously, "that is a remarkable story. I am
Charlie, you had better take a look around and surprised to find that any one would follow you,
make sure that the three men are not coming with the expectation of getting the silver, after
back to spy on us."
hearing it. It sounds very much like a myth;
The scout nodded and walked away, taking his but I assure you that I believe you-that you
rifle with him. George Malcom promptly pro- gained these interesting details from your father,
duced a flat package that was done up in oiled I mean."
silk from his pocket.
"It is strange that no one ever heard about
"I am only too glad to ~how it to you," he as- this," Arietta observed, looking at Wild.
"I heard somethin' about a little minin' camp
sured them. "I only wish I had not showed it to
gittin' wiped out by a big snowslide about three
, any one else now."
years ago," spoke up Cheyenne Charlie. "It was
~\. "Who did you show it to?" Wild asked.
~ eH, I was foolish enough to show it at a down near ther old fort somewheres."
"That's right!" exclaimed Malcom. "It was
drinking place in Denver, which was pretty full
of all kinds of characters at the time. I had just about forty miles northwest of Fort Garbeen drinking more than I was used to carrying, land. That is the identical spot:'
Jim Dart, who had relieved the scout at watchand I forgot all my caution. That is how the
to
three men came to find out what my mission ing out for the three villains, was not there
make any comments just then. It was evident
was."
''A.fellow can't be too cautious, especially when that Jim had not taken a great deal of stock in
there is anything at stake," our hero said, as he the story, or he would not have left as he did.
. "You sa:I'. the camp that was wiped out by the
watched the young man carefully unwrap the flat
big- snowshde was about forty miles northwest
package.
G~rla;nd, eh?" Wild said, looking at Malcom
After the oiled silk came off two or three sheets of
questioningly .
piece
a
came
then
and
of thick paper followed,
there is the mark where it was " and
of tissue paper, and finally a piece of parchment the"Yes;
man pointed it out on the little ~ap.
young
the
that
this
on
was
It
that looked like new.
are only about sixty miles from it
we
"Well,
where
spot
the
of
blind man had drawn a chart
minute."
very
this
at
out,
it
spread
the silver had been lost. Malcom
"Are we as close as all that?" and Malcom
and v/nile all were looking at it, with the exception of the scout and the two Chinamen, he ex- seemed surprised.
"We certainly are," and, pointing to the southplained it to them as well as he could. What he
said, briefly summed up, was that his father had west, our hero added:
"Sixty miles in that direction will about fetch
been traveling over the mountains with ten mule
·
wagons and a number of pack mules, the precious us to the old fort."
"Then twenty miles the same way will fetch
cargo being ten tons of silver, which had been
smelted and made into pigs, when an avalanche u:5 _to the ~uried silver," said the young man deJust study out that map, if you will,
swept the whole outfit out of business. His fa- c1s1vely.
ther bad no Americans in his employ, the men an~ then let me know just what you think of it."
I ~,ave already been studying it," was the reworking for him being Chinamen, who could not
ply. It i~ a rath~r vague sort of a map, as you
even talk much English.
It will be more luck than anything
Mules wagons, Chinamen, silver and all, had must ifadnnt.
find the exact spot where the
ever
we
else
of
thousands
with
been se~t down the mountain,
planted over the treasure"
was
safe
the
of
door
Malcom
miracle
a
by
· tons of dirt and snow; but
a good look at the parchhad
present
all
Then
How
death.
and seven of the Chinamen escaped
to r.each the exact spot
directions
The
ment.
not
could
buried
been
it was that they had not
had said, but as they
Wild
a~
vague,
very
were
to
able
were
they
be explained, but as soon as
the mountains they
over
traveling
to
used
were
alone.
get away, the Chinamen left the American
'
them.
understand
partly
could
much
so
not
but
Then Malcom, who was injured,
Wing
out
called
leady!"
samee
allee
box
iron
the
"Bleakfast
but that he could move about, found
he carried his gold and silver coins in, took out Wah, the cook.
"All right, Wing. I guess we are, too," anas much as he thought he would need, and then
covered the hole the box was in with the iron swered Wild,
"Me allee samee leady," spoke up the other
door that had been wrenched from the safe that
had been in one of the wagons and placed a Celestial, putting in appearance.
He was Hop Wah, a brother of the cook and
covering of g1·een sod upon it. He had then
marked thf:l spot, as was explained on the parch- as_ our hero had hinted, was a sort of "~nter~
ment, and after many days was picked up twenty tamer."
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The fact was that he was a very clever sl0ightof-hand performer and a card sharp of wo~de~ful
ability. He also was fond of practical Jokmg,
"tanglefoot," as he called the fiery l~quor sold . at
the mining camps, and would sometimes tell hes
and steal, "just for the fun of it."
The breakfast was soon over with, and then
our hero went out to relieve Hop, who had been
keeping a sharp watch up and down the trail,
and around the vicinity in general. Malcom followed him.
"Mr. West," said he, "it may be that I will fall
into the hands of those men before the lost
treasure is located, so I am going to ask you to
keep the chart for me."
.
.
"All right, Malcom, I'll do that, if you so wish.
But see here! Just call me Wild, will you? It
will' suit me better. You said you didn't want to
be 'mistered,' and I assure you that I don't. Everybody who knows me calls me Wild, and that
is the name I like to go by."
"Very well, then. Wild it shall be. But here is
the map. You can hide it somewhere about you.
I think it will be much safer with you than if I
keep it."
Our hero took it from him and put it in an
inner pocket of his silk shirt.
"Do you know the names of the three galoots?"
"I do know one of them, for I was a little intimate with him while in Denver. His name is Coyote Bill, or that is the name he goes by. I
thought he was an honest cowboy by the way he
talked. I don't know who his pards are, though
I saw them with him once or twice."
"Coyote Bill, eh? Well, I can't say that I
ever heard of the galoot. But that makes no
difference. I know now that he is a scoundrel,
and I haven't any use for scoundrels, or never
did have. He had better look out how he acts.
Now as soon as thP cook g-ets the breakfast
clea~ed up, we will get ready to move from here."
The1·e was no one in sight, so Wild turned and
called out for Hop to comm~nce loadin_g the J'.!ack
horses. Our friends were fSlmply makmg a h~le
trip over the mountains on an a~ve~tur~us ~rip,
and they had no particular destmation m view,
so it mattered little to them just when they got
to the next own or mining camp.
They were pretty well supplied ·with provisions,
and the game was so plentiful that they could
take their choice as to what they would have to
eat in that line. They were all glad to meet
George Malcom, even i{ his missio~ in that part
of the country should prove a failure, f?r _the
fact that he was being pursued by three villams,
who had the idea that he was going to unearth a
lost treasure and hoped to obtain it, put a little
excitement i;,_ it all and excitement was what
Young Wild West and his partner~ liked. Even
the girls had become so used to_ it that when
things went along smoothly they wished for something out of the ordinary to turn up. Charlie and
Jim assisted Hop in getting ready to move, and
in ten minutes they were ready to start. Then
Young Wild West set out on hi~ Silve! SearcJ:i,
and he was destined to have a hvely time of 1t
before it was over.
CHAPTER III.-The Trio of Villains.
George Malcom's story about the three vlllains
following him all the way from Denver was en-
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tirely correct. Coyote Bill happened to be one
of the kind of men who are always expecting to
run into a fortune some time or other without
having to work for it. He had often declared to
his associates that "fortune knocked at every
man's door once in his life," and he was waiting
for it to knock at his.
"When she comes along yer kln bet I'll b
right there, an' there will be no gittin' away from
me, yer kin bet! I was born ter live without
work, an' ther time will come when I'll have
more money than I know what ter do with. Then
I'll treat my friends as if they was lords or
dukes."
Besides being an optimist, Coyote Bill was a
villain.
But that goes without saying, as the
reader is already sufficiently acquainted with him
to know that. When he heard the story how
the landslide had buried the -ten tons of silver,
the man made up his mind that now was his
chance. It was ea,:y for him to get two of the
worst men in Denver to join him in pursuit of
the dazzllng wealth that was so sure to be theirs
so he stated, and they sbrted on the trail of t e
young man from Kansas City, hoping to b~.-able
to get the treasure from him after he led them
to tho spot.
"Of course, ther galoot will have ter be pu
out of thcr way after we find ther spot," Coyote
Bill said to his two partners, who bore the titles
of Roaring Jack and Cold Water Dan. "Bu
what's ther killin' of one man, compared ter
lot of wealth like that? Why, ther galoot let m
know that there's an iron box there what has go
eas:ly as much as twenty thousand dollars in gol
an' silver in it! I reckon that's enoui;h ter mak
us trot alon!" after him, ain't it? This are the
time when Old Woman Fortune has knocked a
my door, an' I'm lettin' you fellers in on ther
game. If I didn't think as much of ver both as
though yer was my brothers, I sartinlv wouldn't
be so generous. But there ain't nothin' mean
about me, an' you know it."
"That's right, Bill," answered Cold \Vater Dan,
who had received that niclmame because h~
never drank cold water if he could get anything
stronger, and, the horror of it, even for washing
purposes!
"Sartin, Bill," Roaring Jack chimed in. "You're
as white as they make 'em."
They followed Malcom, as has been said, an
several times they tried to make him give up the
map of the country where the lost treasure was
buried, under threats of his life. But he got
away from them finally, as the reader knows. and
when the three villains saw Young Wild Wei.-t
standing on the trail, a rifle at his shoulder, they
knew it was time to give up the job, for the present, anyhow. They did not know who the boy
was, but the ring- in his voice told them plainly
that they had better get out of his sight as soon
as possible. It was Cold Water Dan who had his
hat shot from his head, and with it went quite a
tuft of his frizzly hair. The villain was very
much frightened, for he thought surely that the
shot had been fired to kill him. The three never
stopped until they came to their temporary headquarters. which was about a mile from the hill
where they had turned back.
"Great ginger!" exclaimed Cold Water, as
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reined in his horse and softly rubbed the top of
his head. "That was a close call, an' no mistake."
"It was, Dan," Coyote Bill admitted. "But a
miss is as good as a mile, they say. Don't worry
about it. Yer only lost a few hairs out of yer
head, an' it wouldn't hurt much if yer was ter git
rid of a lot more. I reekon yer ain't been in a
barber shop in six months."
Roaring Jack laughed at this remark, and said:
"Ther galoot has fell in with some one who will
help him out, I s'pose. That means that it ain't
goin' ter be no easy matter fur us ter git hold of
that map what he's got."
"Jest wait an' find out afore yer commence ter
borrer trouble," the leader spoke up. "I'm goin'
back an' see. You two kin finish gittin' ther
breakfast ready, while I ride back, on a walk, an'
find out just what we're up agin. I ain't afraid
of a million galoots, not when I'm expectin' ter
i;ee 'em. There ain't no flies as lights on me!"
His companions seemed pel'fectly willing to
remain there while he went on his tour of inspectie, iol' neither of them possessed the grit that
he aid. Coyote Bill soon mounted his horse and
rode slowly back to the top of the descent, where
the excitement had been at its height when the
boy spoiled the game. He dismounted, and then,
leaving his horse hidden behind a clump of trees,
he started down the slope under cover of the rocks
and bushes. In this way the villain managed to
get close enough to the camp of our friends to
see and hear all that was said. He waited a long
time, for he felt sure that he was going to get
some information that would prove of the utmost
value to him. Though he was hungry himself,
he waited until our friends had eaten their breakfast, and when he saw Malcom follow the boy
with the long chestnut hair out to the trail, he
crept softly in that direction, too. Coyote Bill
was certainly rewarded for his patience. He saw
the young man pass the map over to Young Wild
West, and also heard the words of the two at the
time.
"A putty move out of ther galoot, I must say,"
he thought, with a low chuckle. "Ain't I glad I
waited! Now I know jest who has got ther map.
I don't know who that boy is, an' I don't know
who any of 'em is. But one thing I do know,
that there's three mighty putty gals there, an'
that there's only · four what kin put up a fight.
Them Chinese don't count fur nothin' in her
game, that's sure. An' ther gals won't be much
on ther fight. If we kin catch 'em nappin' tonight I reckon we'll clean up them what we don't
want ter be left alive, an' then we'll not only
get hold of that treasure, but we'll git young
an' putty wives as well. Talkin' of havin' fortune knock at a galoot's door! I reckon she sartinly knocked at mine when she sent that galoot
from Kansas City ter me!"
Coyote Bill had found out all he wanted to
know. In fact, he knew as much about the lost
treasure as did our friends, and that was all he
!)OUld expect, until he managed to get hold of
the parchment map. Chuckling with delight at
the result of his visit, the villain made his way
back to his horse, and, mounting, rode slowly
back to the camp. He found the breakfast waiting for him, and his jubilant expression told Roa1·ing Jack and Cold Water Dan that he had met
with success.
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"What did yer find out?" asked Cold Water, as
he quickly handed him a tin cup filled with steaming coffee.
"Enough ter make me feel sartin of winnin'
out," was the retort, and then the villain sipped
his _coffee in silence that was aggravating to his
companions.
Not until he had swallowed the entire contents
of the cup would he give them a bit of information. Then he related the whole thing, whlle
they listened in open-mouth amazement. The
meal was finished, and then they got ready to
leave the spot. Coyote Bill knew that our friends
were getting ready to move on before he left, and
it was his purpose to follow them, and to keep at
a safe distance until night came on. The fact
that they expected to reach the spot marked on
the map before noon would give him a good
chance to watch their movements before night, he
thought. As they we1·e ready to mount and move
on, Cold Water again felt of the top of his head.
"It ain't so very nice ter go along without no
headgear," he observed, a little sadly. "Bill,
didn't yer see anything of my hat when yer went
down there ? "
"I never thought te1· look," was the 1·eply.
''We'll keep an eye on ther place where it happened when we git the1·e. It's sartin that it must
be around there somewheres."
"We don't want ter go ahead too fast, fur if
that young galoot what fired that shot was ter
see us, he might shoot ag'in. Then we can't tell
what might happen."
"One of us might go under if that was ter
happen," Roaring Jack observed.
They 1·ode slowly down the trail, and Cold Water "':as lucky enough to spy his hat, which was
hangmg from the top of a bush at the side of
the trail, where it landed when it flew from his
head. He dismounted and got it, and then a
happy light shone in his eyes, for the first time
since he had lost .it.
· "Now I reckon I'm all right, boys" he said.
"Jest let her jingle! Ther lost treas~re is ther
p'int of destination now."
"An' ther three putty gals," added Roaring
Jack.
Coyote Bill nodded approvingly.

CHAPTER IV.-The Little Valley Camp.
Young Wild West had not proceeded more than
a mile with his companions when he pulled out
the map George M~lcom had given him to keep
and took a look at 1t. The map was drawn with
an arrow pointing to the north but as it had
~een. a blind man who drew it, there was no tellmg Just how accurate it might be. Wild called
Charlie to look it over with him, and the scout
shook his head.
. "I know jest about ther direction ther old fort
1s from here," he said, "but that map is a regular
puzzle ter m~. What does it say on ther bottom,
about some kind of a landmark or somethin' ?"
"It says that the exact spot ~here the trea~ure
is buried _is at the . foot of a steep hill, near a
blasted pme t~at lines up directly with a flat~opped moun~a1n peak and the setting sun. That
1s al_! there 1s to it, but I think we can find it
all nght."
'
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"I reckon so, if we kin find ther blasted pine.
'There ain't no doubt but that ther peak is there
yet, an' we know ther sun is."
"Well, we've got to judge the distance from
here there, I reckon."
"That's ther way we want ter go, then," and
the scout pointed to a high ridge that was just
about twenty miles distant, as near as they could
judge.
"That's right, Charlie," and our hero wrap}>ed
the piece of parchment in the paper and oiled
silk and placed it back in his pock.et.
.
.
In order to travel in that particular direction
it was necessary to leave the trail they had been
following. At length they came to a cliff that
looked down upon a little valley that certainly
suggested a fine place for the site of a ~ining
camp providing there was a cause to build one
there: A stream of water ran along at the right
of it and the level tract lying between it and the
cliff; on the left made it an ideal spot for such a
purpose. To the left was a slanting stretch .of
land which was indented here and there with
rock; that protruded as high as a dozen feet, and
which was partly covered with a light growth of
vegetation common to that section of the mountainous country,
. .
"There you are!" exclaimed Arietta, pomting
to the slope. "That looks as though it might be
the result of a landslide, or avalanche, at some
time or other. I would not be at all surprised if
that is the place where the silver was buried.
See I Below it could easily have been part of the
lev~l spot that stretches ·off to the cliffs on the
other side."
.
"Et I reckon you've struck it!" excla1Jl'\ed
Young Wild West, turning to his sweetheart and
nodding.
The young deadshot now started ahead, and
Arietta rode up to his side. They all rode al_ong
the cliff and soon found that a turn _to the right
would fetch them into the valley without. m1;1ch
trouble. Down they went, gradually swmgmg
around and just about half an hour before noon
they V:ere at the bottom of the slanting descent.
"We will camp over there by the creek, I
reckon,"· Wild said. "It looks to be a pret_ty good
place there for that purpose. There 1s good
grass there for the horses, "';hich is _somet!lll'?.
that ought to always be taken mto consideration.
Hop seemed to be in a rather playful mood as
he started in to help his brother unload the pack
horses. He untied the tent poles . and canvas
that was on one of them, and, making out that
he could not find the knot, cal_led Wing to }'ielp
Tlim. WheJJ. Wing came, he qm~kly gave. a Je:k,
and the load came down upon him, knocking him
sprawling.
"My blather allee samee muchee clumsy, so
be," he remarked, as he hastened to assist him
to rise.
b ,,
"You allee samee muchee foolee, so e.1 w~s
the quick retort. And the~ . Cherenne Charlie
broke into a laugh that was JOmed m by the re~t.
Then the first thinir they knew the two were m
a fight, scratching and kicking at each other as
thouo-h
they were out for blood. But a word
0
from Wild quickly brought the fight to an end,
and no one was hurt.
"If you two want to settle it, you ~an do . it
after you have put the camp in shape, he said.
"I'll see to it that no one interferes."
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But before the job was finished the two were
talking in a very friendly way.
Our friends had shot a number of partridges
the day before, having struck a part of the
mountain where they were plentiful, and as the
cook had them ready to broil they were to be the
main part of the meal. Wing started a big tire
and put on the coffee, while Anna prepared some
corn muffins. Then when the fire had burned
down so there was little smoke rising from it, the
partridges were put over it to broil. Wing had a
clever way of broiling them whole, and George
Malcom watched him as he did it, his mouth watering, for he had not fared so very good since he
had been going it alone in the wilds of the
mountains. It did not take him long to cook the
partridges to a turn, and when he turned the first
half a dozen over to Anna to serve he put on
another half dozen. One partridge will make a
pretty good meal for one person, providing there
are other things to go with it.
It was not until
all t~e rest had bee~ served that Hop got his
partridge. He took it, and proceeded to ea~it'.
while his brother cooked three more. Though h~
ate all he really wanted, Hop called for another
and when Wing gave it to him he did something
to it that no one saw. He placed an oblong object that had a little fuse attached to it inside
the broiled bird. Then he carelessly picked up a
burning brand and let the end touch the fuse.
"Me no wantee," he said suddenly, handing the
partridge back to Wing. "My blother allee samee
eatee; me gottee muchee plenty, so be."
"Allee light, my blather," answered Wing. "Me
allee samee---"
Bang! The cook was interrupted by an explosion, and the broiled partridge was biown into
small p~ecea, disappearing from his hand as if
by magic. Of cou1·se, those busy eating their
noonday me!l-1 were surprised; and all save Malcom knew right away that Hop had been playin"'
a trick on his brother.
·
"'
"What was it?" Malcom asked, as Charlie got
up_ and_ ran over. to where the two Chinamen sat,
Wmg m . an attitude of surprise and fear, and
Hop look.mg as though he did not know what to
make of 1t.
CHAPTER V.-Arietta in Trouble.
T~e cook h_ad now risen to his feet, and stood
glanng at his brother, no doubt thinking that
he was the one who was being laughed at
"My blather allee samee vellv smartee' fool,,.
he exclaimed. "Me allee samee punchee in u~
snottee!"
Suiting the actions to the words, he made a
leap at Hop and succeeded in landing a light
blow on the end of his nose. It was just about
hard enough to cause the nasal organ to bleed,
and as Hop staggered back and found the blood
trickling down, he uttered a shrill yell th.at
echoed through the valley. Then he darted for
Wing, and they clinched and began rolling on the
ground. Our hero knew pretty well that the5e
"'.ould not be a great de:il of damage done . tJy
either, so he let them go it. But it was not long
before Hop got in a kick that took the wind out
of his brother, and, as "Wing rolled over, gasping
for b1·eath, the battle ended. Wing could not
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fight any more just then, and Hop thought that
he had given him his deathblow.
"Hip hi!" cried Hop, sp1-inging to his feet and
rushing for some water. "My blother allee samee
velly muchee hurtee."
·'That's right. Chuck some water on him!"
spoke up the scout. "Yer might be able ter save
his life that way."
.
Hop got back with a bucket of water before
Wing had recovered. Swash!
He let the water
go, drenching the cook from head to foot. Whether he regained his wind just then, or whether it
was the water that brought him to, Wing jumped
up and ran for the tent.
This was all very amusing to those looking on,
especially to Charlie, who considered that there
was more fun to be had out of a Chinaman than
any other live being he knew of. Hop was satisfied, and so was Wing, so they all turned their
attention to the unfinished meal, and the incident
was closed. After dinner Wild called George
Malcom to come with him, and they started to
take a walk around near the foot of the sharp
descent. Arietta smiled when she saw them go,
and then she arose and set out to the right. She
had seen something that no one else had noticed,
she thought, and she was going straight to it.
What she had seen was a blasted pine tree. According to what was written on the parchment,
it was through this that the lost treasure was to
be found.
"Where are you going?" Anna asked her, as
she walked away.
"Only a few steps," was the reply; "I'll be right
back."
The girl pushed forward, and was soon lost to
view in the bushes. She had left her rifle at the
camp, not expecting to be gone longer than five
minutes, at the most; or, possibly, if she found
out what she wanted to, she might call Wild and
Malcom. Arietta soon reached the blasted pine.
It had been nearly concealed from view by the
growth of trees around it, so it was not strange
that none of the rest had noticed it. Pushing
her way directly beneath it, she looked for the
distant peak that should be almost directly to the
west, if the blind man had written correctly on
the parchment. Sure enough, there it was!
"I guess there is something in it, all right,"
!hou~ht the_ girl. "When the sun is setting an
1magmary line can be formed, and it is on that
line that the treasure must be buried. I will
call Wild."
She was in the act of stepping out to get a
view of her dashing young lover, so she might
call him, when a startling thing took place. Two
men sprang from behind the bushes ancl seized
her, ancl a hand was clapped over her mouth
before she could give vent to the cry that arose
to her lips. Her captors were no other than Coyote Bill and Roaring Jack. The two villains had
been watching our friends for some time, and it
had occurred to Coyote Bill that it would be a
good idea to get down into the valley and sneak
up to the camp, so he might hear what was being
said. The trouble that Hop had caused gave
them ample opportunity to get down, and they
soon reached the spot Arietta chanced to go to,
leaving Cold Water Dan to watch the horses until they came back. When Coyote Bill saw the
girl coming that way alone, he made up his mind
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that it would be a fine chance to get her and
take her away to a hiding place ;;omewhere in
the vicinity, where he and his pards would be
able to hold off our friends, in case they found
them, and dictate terms with them, if nothing
more.
Being taken completely by surprise, Arietta fell
an easy victim to them, and before she was hardly aware of what had happened, she was gagged
and her arms bound to her sides. Then .Coyote
Bill and Roaring Jack carried her back into the
bushes and quickly began ascending the rugged
path to the top of the cliff. They reached the
top before anyone sta1ted for the spot the girl
hacl gone to, and, elated at the success of their
expJoit, they hunied to the place their companion was waiting at.
"Thunder!" cri.ed Cold Water Dan, his eyes
bulging with astonishment when he saw them
coming with the girl. '"What have yer got there,
Bill?"
"One of them gals we was talk.in' about-ther
best-lookin' one, too," was the reply. "Wasn't
that a putty g·ood trick fur us ter do, Dan?"
"I should say so ! I don't see how yer managed it."
Cold Water had been unable to see the movements of his companions after they left the cliff,
on account of the vegetation being so plentiful,
and, of course, it was a genuine- surprise to him.
But when he looked at helpless Arietta a moment later, as she was dropped gently to the
ground, he shook his head.
"I'm afraid no good will come of this," he observed. "Anything what wears petticoats is
bound ter make trouble, an' I know it. Yer might
just as well left her until yer got ready ter clean ·
out Young Wild West an' his pards an' ther other galoot. Then we would have had everything
our way. Now they'll ·be after us hot, an' we
won't git much of a show ter go ahead ,vith our
plans."
"Croakin' ag'in," said Roaring Jack. "Dan,
you can't seem ter see things ther way as others
clo.
Jest dry up, now! I reckon Coyote Bill
knows jest what he's <loin'."
"I. think I cl<?, anyhow," the leader spoke up,
castmg a crushing look at Cold Water. "This is
ther gal I'm goin' ter marry, boys. I'll rig he1·
out in silk an' satins, an' diamonds, too, after we
git that treasure an' sell it. She's youn"' I
know; but, then, I ain't so very old myself. S~rtinly not too old ter marry. Ha, ha, ha!"
Roaring Jack joined in the laugh, but Cold
Water simply shook his head. Arietta could see
and hear. if she could not talk She was not half
as much frightened as her captors thought she
would be, and the n-lance she shot at them made
them understand that they had no weakling to
deal with.
"I reckon we hadn't better stay here very
long," observed Cold Water, after a pause. "I
kin see them galoots rlown there lookin' around
fur ther gal. It won't be many minutes afore
they're on our trail."
"All rivht. Come on!" answered the leader. "I
reckon we'll go back to ther place I said would
be a good one ter hide in. Come right ahead,
boys!"
He lifted Arietta bodily and placed her on the
back of his horse and inounted also. Then he
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turned and rode into a ravine a short distance ter give him a presentiment that he wasn't ter
away, taking a route that was over a mass of live very long."
Cold Water turned upon the speaker sharply.
splintered rock.
"What made yer say that, Jack?" he asked,
"Thel'e ain't no trail fur 'em ter foller, I reckon," he said, with a chuckle. "They might find speaking in a way that struck his partners as
ther prints of our horses' hoofs, an' their m,vn, being a little peculiar.
"Oh, I don't know," was the 1·eply. "I jest said
on ther ground out there, but that'll be about all.
I reckon I ain't been an old plainsman fur noth- it, that's all."
"Well, I want ter tell yer somethin', then.
ing; I knows my business every time.".
"You bet ver life yer do, Bill!" exclaimed Roar- Ye've jest hit ther nail on ther head. I have got
ing Jack, while Cold Water Dan simp1y shrugged a presentiment that I ain't goin' ter live very
his shoulders, as though he did not quite believe long, an' I can't knock it out of my head, try as
much as I will. I feel as though I'm a goner, an'
that,
They continued up the ravine for about a quar- it was Young Wild West's bullet what started
ter of a mile, and then they came to a sort of ther thing, too. Now yer kin understand why
I'm tryin' ter be careful about what we do."
glen among- the rocks and shrubbery.
"Pshaw!" said Coyote Bill. "Jest git that kind
"Here's ther place, boys," said Coyote Bill1 as
he brought his steed to a halt. "I reckon we'll of stuff out of your head, Jack. Stick ter me an'
have ter lead ther horses in there; 'cause we you'll never die-least not until yer git ter be a
mighty old man. We're in this thing now, an'
don't know jest how it is."
"That's right. We didn't stop ter look in when we're goin' through with it. You know as well
w_e come along," Roaring Jack answered, with a as I do that we can't be trailed here, 'cause ther
noel. "S'pose I go in first an' see how it looks? ground we come over was too ha1·d ter leave any
It's putty dark there, .but I reckon I'll be able ter prints. We're all right here. All's we've got
see; an' it must be lighter toward ther back of ter· do is ter lay low till to-night, an' then ·.val!~
ther place, fur there's a big openin' over there, do what we intended ter do when we got here.
close to ther cliff."
Me an' Jack jest had ther chance ter git hold of
"Go on in, Jack. Lead ther way."
this gal a little ahead of time, that's all. It'll
Roaring Jack set out ahead, picking his way be all right."
th1·ough a regular maze of rocks, brambles and
"Sartin it will," spoke up Roaring Jack. "An'
hanging vines. The mouth of what seemed to be when we git everything straightened up, an' have
a cave was soon found, and then he halted and got them mustaches what Bill spoke about, evwaited for his companions. Coyote Bill was forc- erything will be lovely."
ing- Arietta to walk along now, he having tied the
This remark caused Cold Water to smile.
rope that bound her arms to her sides to the sad"Well, we've got ter make ther best of it,
keep
to
compelled
dle of the horse, so she was
anyhow," he said. "I'll stick!"
upon her feet. Though pretty uneasy, the girl
A convenient niche was found and Arietta was
was not frightened much. She was used to such placed in it, and, after assuring her captors by
things. That Young Wild West would soon be on nodding her head that she would not cry out, the
the trail of the three scoundrels she felt sure. gag was removed from her mouth.
And he would not be long in finding them, either,
for she did not consider them to be as clever as
he.
"Go right on in, Jack," said Coyote Bill, as they
CHAPTER VI.-Arietta Is Found.
came to the opening.
"All right," was the reply. "Come on."
When Arietta had been gone just about five
Roaring Jack passed in, leading his horse after minutes Anna and Eloise started after her. They
found
he
him, and when he had gone a few yards
knew she must have had some idea in going that
the roof of the natural cave did not extend very way, and as they saw nothing of her after she
fa:r. Though the jagged walls of rock went up entered the little grove, they decided to find out
on both sides and there were heavy pilla:cs, some what she went for. It did not take them two
of them of ve:ey fantastic shape, here and there, minutes to come to the conclusion that something
thel'e was nothing overhead, but the clear blue was wrong. They got to the very spot where
sky.
the girl had been seized by the two ruffians, and
"I reckon it ain't so dark: as we thought it was," when they found the marks of heavy boots on
observed the leader, as he forced the girl cap- the ground it occurred to them right away that
tive along· with his horse. "This are what I calls · the girls had walked into danger. The foota fine hidin' place."
prints were fresh, too, and that made it look all
the more as though something had happened to
"It sartinly are, Bill," Roaring Jack retorted.
"It wouldn't be sich a very nice place ter git her. But when Eloise suddenly spied the ribbon
catched in, though," spoke up Cold Water Dan. that Arietta had tied up her hair with that morn"I'd like ter know how we'd git out! We could ing lying on the ground, then she knew for a
not climb out with our hands an' feet, let alone certainty that the girl had met with foul play.
git out with our horses."
"Oh, Anna!" she exclaimed. "Those three men,
"There yer go ag'in!" exclaimed Coyote Bill. who were~ trying to kill George Malcom, have
"Can't yer stop yer croakin', Dan? Ye're always caught Arietta!"
lookin' on ther dark side of things. Jest drop
The scout's wife turned pale, and nodded.
that kind of a way, will yer?"
"It looks that way," she admitted.
"He's worse since he had his hair cut with
"We had better call Wild right away."
Young Wild West's bullet, I reckon," spoke up
"Yes; that's right. Come on!"
Roaring Jack, with a grin. "That must have sorOut of the woods they ran and called out loud-
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]y for Wild and his partners. lt did· not take
them Jong to get there. Malcom was almost
speechless when he heard the girls say that Arietta was missing, and that indications pointed
as though she had been carried off by the three
villains. Young Wild West never lost his coolness.
"'l'ake it easy," he said to those who were so
excited. "I reckon we'll find her."
Then he placed his hands to his mouth to form
a trumpet, and called out the name of his sweetheart at the top of his voice. There was no reply.
"That settles it!" he exclaimed. "Boys, we must
take the trail right away."
Charlie and Jim nodded.
"Malcom, you go back to the camp with the
girls and keep your eyes open, too," our hero
said ' as he started off on the ti-ail Coyote Bill
and 'his companion had made through the bushes.
Wild did not mean to let the villains know that
~i,'"'as coming, if he could possibly prevent it, so
~-g-v.;- j'futioned his partners to be careful. They
went along quite rapidly, and it was not long
before they found themselves ascending to the
cliffs above from a point slightly further along
from where they had come down into the valley.
Once upon the level ground above, our hero
scanned the ground closely, and soon saw which
way the footsteps led.
"Boys," said he, in a whisper, "the galoots went
this way. It is directly opposite to the way we
came so we don't know the lay of the land.
Look' out that we don't run right into an ambush. Keep your eyes peeled, and have your
shooters ready."
The fact that Young Wild West had found
which way the scoundrels went when they carried off his sweetheart was pretty near to saying
that he would find her. He never let up when he
got upon a trail, though sometimes he was baffled for a time. The three kept right on until
they came to the spot where Coyote Bill and his
pards had halted with their horses when they
first came to the vicinity. It was here where
Cold Water had been waiting with the horses,
while Coyote Bill and Roaring Jack had gone
clown to the foot of the cliff. Wild, Charlie and
Jim could read the imprints on the ground as
though it had been an open book before them.
They knew just about what had taken place there.
Revolver in hand, Wild led the way, after having taken in all that was to be seen there. It
was only a minute or so when he found the spot
where the trail was lost. But there was the ravine right ahead, so it struck him that the th1·ee
men had surelv gone on that way.
"Come on, boys!" he said, and both Charlie and
Jim nodded, for they were of the same opinion
as he.
It so happened that they kept close to the
right side of the ravine, and as this was the side
where the grotto, or false cave, was located, they
could not run much risk of being seen by Coyote
Bill and his pards. But, as the reader knows,
there was little danger of their being seen by
them just then, anyhow.
The scoundrels thought they were too secure
to be tracked there. When Young Wild West
and his two faithful partners at length paused
before the thicket and mass of scattered rocks
that formed such a maze, they were certain that
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the villains had gone that way. Though the
ground was hard and stony, Wild's sharp eyes
had picked out, here and there, traces of fresh
dents and scratches made by the iron shoes of
horses. He was not to be fooled as easily as
Coyote Bill thought. At the very edge of the
maze Wild raised his hand slightly, and then
Charlie and Jim got up close to him.
"Here is where they are," the young deadshot
whispered. "Now come on, and we'll soon find
them."
Horses being led between bushes and stunted
trees are bound to leave some ,traces that -sharp
eyes are sure to discover. Young Wild West
could" not be beaten when it came to following a
trail that was supposed to be hidden. But there
were lots of other things that he could not be
beaten at, and a few that he could not be equalled
at, so there was nothing- strnnge about this. An<l
his partners were almost as good at the game as
he was. It will be seen, then, that such fello,vs
as Coyote Bill and his pards stood little chance
of outwitting them. Steadily the three worked
their way through the maze, and just as they
came to what seemed to be the mouth of a cave
they heard the sounds of voices close at hand.
Instantly they stopped their progress and became- motionless, their ears on the alert. The
villains did not lower their voices much while
talking, after they got to what they thought was
such a snug hiding place. Consequently, it was
nothing strange that our friends should hear
what was being said. They listened, and heard
Coyote Bill and Roaring Jack trying to allay the
fears of Cold Water Dan, when he declared that
he had a presentiment that he was l."oing to die
soon. Cheyenne Charlie looked at the revolver
he was holding in his hand when he heard it,
and nodded, as though he thought the man was
just about right in what he thought.
"I 1·eckon we may as well go in and get them
right away," said our hero, in a whisper. "I
don't hear anything of Arietta. But they have
got her, we know."
Charlie and Jim nodded their willingness, so
they walked softly into the opening. A few seconds later they were in plain view of the tl'io
and the helpless girl they had carried there.
Charlie was itching to open fire on the scoundrels, but he knew that it was not the wish of
the young deadshot, or be would say so. It was
just as they led Arietta to the n1cbe and relieved her of the gag she had in her mouth that
the trio walked into the grotto. So busy were
they that the villains did not see them until
th~y were within a few feet of them, and then if
Anetta had not uttered an exclamation of joy
they would not have known that they were there
yet. Cold Water Dan was the first to see them,
and, with a gasp, he fell back and crouched behind a projecting piece of rock. Then Coyote
Bill and Roaring Jack turned and saw the three.
"Well," said our hero coolly, "I reckon if you
want to live another minute you had better let
that young lady go?"
"Hold on! Don't shoot!" cried Coyote Bill, who
was the most cool of the three. "We'll let her
go. It was only done ter try an' make that
galoot you've got down there in ther valley give
up that map he's got. He hired us ter come with
him an' look fur ther treasure, an' then he quit
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"Let the galoots go, Charlie," said Wild, who
us without payin' us what he owed us. It didn't
make no difference what he told you; what I say had been watching sharply to get a shot at them.
"They won't go very far, you can depend on that.
is right. Ain't it, boys?"
"That's right, sure as you're born!" 'Roaring They have not got their horses. We will take
care of them for them, and \Yhen they g-et reatly
Jack declared.
.But Cold Water Dan did not make any 1·eply. they can come for them."
"I reckon when they do they'll git all that's
The truth was that he had found a fissure to
crawl into, and he had made himself scarce with- comin' ter 'em," the scout retorted.
They now went back to where Jim and Arietta
out delay. Coyote Bill was a pretty cool sort of
villain. In spite of the fact that the revolvers of were with the prisoner. Roaring Jack was in a
our friends were pomted toward him, he drew very deJected state of mind. Wild had disarmed
a knife from his belt and quickly cut the bonds him and Jim had tied his hands behind him, so
he was utterly helpless. But he did not beg to be
that held Arietta.
"There ver are!" he exclaimed. "I reckon ther freed. It was evident that he was going to try
gal won't· say that we give her any rough han- and take his medicine without saying much.
"Boys, we'll take charge of the whole outfit,"
dlin', or insulted her. Take her an' go!"
"I rather like your nerve, Coyote Bill," said said Wild. "Just get this galoot on one of the
Wild. "But I reckon you had better git ready to horses, and then we'll get back to the camp . . Coycome along too. Such galoots as you are should ote Bill has opened up his game in earnest and
not be allowed to run around loose. The proper now we'll show him that he is going to g~t all
that is coming- to him."
place for you is in some jail, and you know it!"
Roaring Jack refused to help himself in gettixil!'
The leader of the ruffianly trio paled slightly.
But he had noticed where Cold Water Dan had upon the horse at first. But a revolver fo-' '
hand of the scout soon persuaded him that he
gone, and he decided to go the same way.
"All right," he said, holding up his hands and was acting foolishly. In less than ten minutes
making out that he was walking toward them. ~mr friends were leaving the grotto, Arietta rid"I'm willin' ter go with yer. But you'll find out mg one of the captured horses, and Jim leading
that I ain't nothin' like what Malcom told yer I the pack mule.
,vas."
"Keep ~ lookout, boys," said our hero. "The
Then he darted behind a rock, as quick as a galoots will be trying to get a shot at us, if
lash, and was lost to view.
they get the chance. They are no doubt quite
desperate now."
'';But they haven't rifles," spoke up Arietta. "I
noticed that they only had one among the three
CHAPTER VIL-Back at the Camp.
of them, and we have that."
"Come back here, you sneakin' coyote!" called
,ut Cheyenne Charlie, as the leader of the ruf:tanly trio disappeared.
But there was no reply. The scout hastened to
1he spot and found that it was simply a narrow
·wav to get to the other side of a rocky wall. He
:ran through, leaving Wild and J~m to take care
~f the other man. But by the time he emerged
at the other side neither Coyote Bill nor Cold
Water Dan were to be seen. A rocky ascent that
was plentifully sp1·inkled with bushes and stunted
trees was right before him, and the nooks and
crannies where one might easily seek concealment
were plentiful.
"Come on back, you g-aloots!" shouted the scout.
•come back, or I'll shoot!"
Crack! The sharp repo1·t of a revolver rang
1tut and a bullet whizzed past the scout's ear.
(Ch~rlie backed behind a rock. He was not going
to be fool enough to allow the villains to make a
1arget of him when he could not see them to
answer their shots. Crack! Another shot was
tired and this time Charlie saw where it came
fron{. But he could not see the least visage of
'¥he men who fired it, as it came from behind a
-iock. There was no use in wasting a shot, so thE\
,.1eout did not fire. Wild came creeping through
1he narrow cleft just then, he having left the
)!Ile prisoner they had made in the charge of
IIJim. Crack! Our hero was just in time to atJttract a shot from the side of the ascent. But
)ackily it went wide, and he quicldy got behind
:t$e rock ·with Charlie. This shot had been fired
/.!from a point well up to the top of the wooded
-i,llope, which showed that the escaping villain::i
,\IJere getting- farther away all the time.

"That's so, Et. I reckon they can't do much at
long range with their six-shooters. Well, come
on; we'll get out of this. I'm mighty glad we
found you so soon. The sneaking galoots will
wish they had never bothered you before we are
through with them. I'll bet on that!"
He cast a glanc~ at the prisoner as he spoke,
and the wretch :winced and shrugged his shoul1ers. But he did _not venture to say anything
Just then. Our friends moved on swiftly after
they got out of the maze, and in a few minutes
they rode down from the cliff into the camp
Those waiting for them uttered shouts of joy
when they saw Arietta riding at the side of Wild
The brave girl was just as cool as though noth:
ing had happened, and she waved her hand to
them and called out:
''They got me, but they did not keep me very
long, girls!"
"My!" exclaimed George Malcom. "I never
thought a girl could be as calm as all that after
passing through what she has. I will have' something to tell my own sweetheart when I get back
home."
The prisoner was removed from the horse and
tied to a tree with a buckskin thong, and then
Wild gave a nod of satisfaction and remarked:
"I reckon that will be about all in that line for
the present. We won't go after this galoot's
two pards; we'll wait for them to come to us.
They will do it, too, as sure as my name is Young
Wild West."
The captive villain must have thought it time
for him to say something now, for he looked at
Wild and observed:
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"I reckon if you'll let me go I kin git Coyote
Bill ter go on an' not bother yer no more."
"You think you could do that, eh?" the young
deadshot asked.
"Yes, I'm sartin I could."
"Who are you, anyhow?"
"They calls me Roarin' Jack fur short."
"They do, eh? A high-sounding name, I must
say. But, say, Roaring Jack! I want to tell you
something: We don't ca1·e whether your pards
go away or not, so it wouldn't be any use of
making a deal with you. I don't know whether
you are bright enough to realize that you are
bound to lose in the game you have started to
play. You will never get any of the lost treasure, even if it should really exist. You will get
lead, instead of silver. Maybe you don't think
so, but I'll give you my guarantee that you will.
Do you see this 1·ifle ?"
Wild pi,::ked up his Winchester and held it
out as he made the query.
"I see it," the villain answered falteringly.
"All right. Just take a good look at it, for I
give you my word that the next time I see you,
after you leave here, there is going to be a
bullet come out of that muzzle, and the bullet will
find your heart! Now you know what is going
to happen to you, Roaring Jack!"
Instead of looking frightened, the face of the
villain brightened a little.
"I'll guarantee that we'll go away, anyhow. I
reckon we!ve got enough of it."
"I don't want you to guarantee anything. You
heard what I just said; that is enough, I reckon.
Now I am going to turn you loose. You can tell
your pards if they want their horses and outfit
they can come and try to get them. Don't forget about this 1·ifle, though. You know that there
is a bullet in it for you. You three galoots are
going to find lead, instead of gold, and don't you
forget it!"
Wild's friends were almost as much surprised
as the villain was when Wild declared that he
was going to turn Roaring Jack loose. But they
all knew that he was quite capable of 11mning
things, so no one said anything. Cheyenne Charlie made a grimace, however. He never was in
favor of letting up on a scoundrel, when he knew
for sure that he was deserving of punishment.
The scout thought that the. prisoner would merely
receive his just deserts if he was lynched. Wild
cut the man's bonds, and, pointing to the cliffs,
said:
"Light out! You don't take a thing with you,
any more than you have on your person. Move,
no,v!"

Roaring Jack did not stop to expostulate; he
was only too glad to get his liberty, and he went
away at a bound. Our hero did not see fit to
waste a shot at firing at his hat, but let him go
without fuTther ado. They watched him until he
was out of sight, and then Charlie observed:
"I reckon it's about time we done somethin'."
"Yes, Wild," spoke up Arietta. "I found the
blasted pine just before the two villains caught
me. I also located the peak tb.at the setting sun
is to line up with."
"ls that so, Et?"
The young deadshot was not a little surpTised.
"Yes. Come with me, and I will show you."
"We will all go, then. Hop, you and Wing
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stay here and guard the camp. The villains won't
be back 1·ight away,•if they come at all."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," came from the two
Celestials, and both pulled their shooters from'
their pockets to show that they meant business.
The scout grinned when he saw this move. He
knew quite well that it was little they could do
ll• the line of real fighting if they were put to it.
But Hop was clevei· enough to win out by his
sleight-of-hand work, if he got the least bit of
show. However, they all thought there would be
no danger for the few minutes they would be
a,vay from the camp, and they hurried to the
blasted pine. They found it just as Arietta had
said, and then it was that a thrill of joy shot
through George Malcom.
"My father made no mistake," he exclaimed.
"We will now find the lost treasure, I am sure!"
"If it is where the chart says it is, we will,"
our hero answered, nodding his head.

CHAPTER VIII.-The Villains Recover Ground.
Roaring Jack was certainly glad to get away
as easily as he had, and he lost no time in getting to the cover of the trees that fringed the
edge· of the little valley. But once he felt that
he was secure, he began to think that he had
not been treated half right.
"Ther blame young galoot wouldn't give me my
shooter an' knife back, would he?" he muttered.
"An' he's got our ho1·ses, an' ther rest _o f what
belong to us! But jest wait! I ain't through
with Young Wid West yet. Jf I can't think of a
way ter git squaTe for this, I reckon Coyote
Bill kin. Bill is as smart a galoot as ever
thought of a scheme, an' there's no use in Cold
Water Dan sayin' that he ain't. I'll bet that
Bill will beat 'em out an' git hold of that treasure!• Now, the1· quicker I find him an' Dan ther
better I'll feel, 'cause I know Bill's got two good
shooters, an' he'll divide up with me."
The villain was not halfway to the top of the
cliff when he heard his name called in a hoarse
whisper. He had not expected to find his companions so soon, but he was overjoyed, just the
same.
"Hello, boys!" he answered. "I'm here, all
.
right!"
"We kin see that, Jack," answered Coyote Bill,
as he stepped into view. "We've been watchin'
what has been goin' on down there. Young Wild
West must hav-e been putty good ter yer, I
xeckon."
"Yes, mighty good, I will say!" sneered the villain, who had been let off so easily. "He wouldn't
even let me have my shooter an' knife. An' he
showed me his rifle an' told me that ther next
time he sot eyes on me I was o-oin' ter git a
bullet from it! That's usin' a feller putty good,
ain't it?"
""Putty good, I should say," and the leader
tried to smile.
Cold Water Dan shook his head.
'.'I reckon it's time fur us ter light out," he
said.
"Light out!" echoed Bill. "What are we goin'
ter do-walk? An' are we goin' ter let that gang
git ther treasure, after we set such reckonin'
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on it? Ain't we beat 'em once, an' can't we do camp before they started to c·o me back. Hop
and Wing were sitting on the ground where they
it ag'in ?"
"Ye sartinly kin, Bill," answered Roaring Jack. thought they could see the approach of anybody
"Don't bother with what Dan says. He's gittin' who might chance to come that way. But they
did not think of looking behind the tents. The
mighty weak, it seems."
fact was that they had not the slightest idea of
Cold Water Dan, shook his head.
"I'm goin' ter stick as long as any of yer," he any one coming, anyhow. The two desperadoes
declared. "I done my best ter try an' drop that were nothing if not daring just then. 'l'hey took
big galoot of a pard of Young Wild West, didn't big chances and crept right up to the horses,
I? An' didn't I run ther risk of bein' hit my- which were in plain view of Hop and Wing, and
self by tryin' ter hit him? I reckon I ain't goin' less than fifty yards from them. They untied the
ter squeal. But I'm bound ter tell yer what I three bronchos that belonged to them and led
them back into the woods, not stopping to get
think."
"Yer needn't tell us any more, though, Dan," their 'saddles, or to bother with the pack mule.
Coyote Bill said, shaking his head. "We don't Seeing that they had not been observed by the
want ter hear it. Jest ter make it interestin', Chinamen, they decided to try something mo1·e.
"We've got ter have ther bridles, if nothin'
I'll bet yer fifty dollars that we win out."
"Fifty dollars is more'n I've got, Bill, an' else," whispered Bill.
"All right,'' answered Cold Water coolly. "I'll
you oughter know it."
go an' git 'em. I see 'em hangin' ter ther limb of
"All right. I'll bet yer ten dollars, then."
"I'll take ther bet, though I don't know as it that tree, right by ther littlest tent."
He lost no time in carrying out his intention,
will do me any good if I win it. We may win
out, as a whole, but I'll git my medicine. Jack and he succeeded in getting the bridles iust as
says Young Wild West promised ter give him Young Wild West and his friends merged from
his medicine, an' if he'd said ther same thing ter the little patch of woods, a hundred yards away.
Cold Water got the tent between them in short
me I wouldn't have worried a bit."
"I ain't worryin' any, I'm sure," spoke up Roar- order, and then he got back to his companion.
They quickly put the bridles on the horses, and
ing Jack.
"Never mind that part of it. Put up. your then hurried awav with them.
"That's one thing we've done, anyhow," said
money, Dan," said Bill.
"Jack will have ter hold ther stakes, I s'pose?" Coyote Bill, chuckling. "Dan, I reckon we're beginnin' ter git there ag'in."
"Sartin. He's ther only one ter do it."
His companion nodded; but there was an air
Cold Water handed over the money, as solemn
as an owl. Coyote Bill covered it, and looked as of indifference about him that nettled the leader
of the villains not a little. However, he said
if it was a sure bet he had made.
"Now, then, I reckon we'd better git down ter nothing just then. They got back to where Roarbusiness," he observed. "Dan, I don't want no ing Jack was waiting, and when he saw them
coming he gave them a smile of welcome.
more croakin'. Understand?"
"Very nicely done, I reckon," he observed.
"All right, Bill. I ain't goin' ter say another
"Now yer see how easy it is ter do things, when
word, unless I happen ter furgit myself."
"We've got ter lay right here an' watch that yer only make up yer mind ter. I'm mighty glad
gang till it gits night. Then we've got ter git that yer wasn't catched. Why, they won't know
what belongs ter us, an' more, too. Do yer .hear that ther horses is gone until they go ter look
after 'em fur ther night. Them two Chinamen is
tne talk? More, too, I say! There ain't nothin'
goin' ter stop us from doing it, either. Where asleep, I reckon."
there's a will there's a way."
"It was easy enough,'' said Cold Water. "If
"I reckon there'd be a chance ter do some- everything was as easy as that was, I reckon it
thin' now,'' spoke up Roaring Jaack, who was would be plain sailin' fur us. But when we buck
watching our friends through a break in the ag'in Young Wild West we've got some one as is
bushes. "They've all gone away from ther camp different from Chinamen."
"Never mind ther Cl'oaking, now," spoke up
'cept ther two heathens. Couldn't you two manage ter go an' git ther horses? I don't want ter Coyote Bill. "Yer know what yer said?"
"All right, Bill."
go, 'cause I know if Young Wild West happens
"If yer could only have got a rifle or two," reter see me he'll keep his word an' give me that
bullet he said he had fur me. With you two it'll sumed Roaring· Jack. "Then we might have pickbe different. lle'Il sure give you two ther same ed a couple of 'em off an' made ourselves sure
chance he did me. He's built like that; I've seen of winnin'."
"Yes; if we kin do that we'll stand a show.
jest enough of him ter know that."
Coyote's look of surprise, which had come over But Young Wild West has got ter be one of ther
his face when the man began, gradually left, and couple, though."
The leader spoke as though he meant this, and
when he had heard it all he nodded.
"I reckon there's somethin' in that. Come on, there was no doubt that he did.
"Where are we go:in' now?" asked Cold ·water,
Dan!" he exclaimed.
after a pause.
Cold Water got up in a mechanical way.
"I'm right with yer on anything, Bill," he an"Not far. We'll jest :find a place where they
swered.
can't track us, an' keep as close ter that camp
The two left without waiting a second, and down there as we kin. It mav be that thev'll
Roaring Jack watched and waited to note the think we've lit out fur good, an' if they do,. so
result. It so happened that our friends remained much ther better fur us."
They now started from the spot, leading the
quite a while at the blasted pine. The two villains had amule time to creeo un clQse to the horses with them. A few yards further on they
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came to a hard and stony piece of ground, and
then Coyote Bill gave a grunt of satisfaction.
But he was still further pleased when they came
to a cavernous place, the front of which overlooked the little valley below, from behind the
camp of our friends.
"Here's where we'll stay, I reckon," he said.
"Git in there with ther horses, boys."
"I reckon you'd better give 11\e one of your
shooters, Bill," remarked Roaring Jack. "I might
need it, yer know."
"All right," was the reply. "Here yer are.
Now if ye're careful what yer do yer'll hit ther
next galoot yer shoot at."
"I ain't had a shot at 'em yet," was the retort.
"Jt was yon an' Dan what shot an' missed."
Neither of them said anything to this, for it
was true what he told them. The caves along
the top of the cliff wern numerous and in all sorts
of shapes, but they were not particular as to
which one they took, and, leading the horses inside the first they came to, they tied them, so
they mis;rht not strny away, and then went outside to watch those in the valley below.

CHAPTER IX.-Hop Shows a 'fl:ick.
Young Wild West and his companions 1inge1·ed
a few minutes near the blasted pine, talking over
the possibilities that were ahead of them. All
l1ands were now satisfied that the only thing that
remained to be done now was to look for the exact spot where the silve1· was supposed to be
buried.
"I reckon we'll go at it in strict accord with
the instructions on the parchment," said our hero,
as they went back to the camp. "While we could
begin the search now, and possibly meet with
success, I think it best to wait until sunset, and
then we can d1·ive a stake that will make the
line a permanent one."
"That is right, Wild," Malcom answered, nodding his approval. "I guess you know what .is
best."
Wing was dozing under a tree when they got
back, and Hop acted as though he would like to.
None of them noticed that the horses belonging to
the villainous trio were not there, for no one
thought of such a thing as their being gone."
"Any one been around, Hop ? " asked our hero.
"Me no see somebody, Misler Wild," was the
reply. "Velly muchee still, so be."
_ "Velly muchee still, so be," chimed in Wing,
rousing in time to hear the words of his brother,
an<l repeat them.
"I'll bet they wouldn't have knowed it if some
one had been around."
"Me a!lee samee keepee velly goodee watchee,
Misler Charlie," Hop declared, rising to his feet.
"Me--"
Just then he happened to look where the horses
were grazing, and, noticing that only their own
and the pack mule were to be Seen, he put on a
puzzled look. Wild noticed this, and he quickly
Then the young
looked in the same dfrection.
deadshot thought it best to make an investigation. He was not more than ten seconds in realizing that the horses belonging to the villainous
trio were missing.
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"How is this, Hop?" he asked, looking hard
at the Chinaman. "Somebody has been here, sure
enough. Coyote Bill and his pards have come and
taken away their horses, I reckon."
"Me no undelstand," and Hop turned and
looked at the scout, as though he thought he was
playing a trick on him.
But there was not the vestige of a grin on
Charlie's face now, and that was sufficient to
make Hop understand that something was de.
cidedly wrong.
"Me no undelstand," he again declared, while
his brother looked still more mystified than he
did.
"Well, I don't, either," Wild remark, after he
had found that the bridles were missing, also.
"But I know that Coyote Bill and his pards have
got their horses back. It is a wonder that they
didn't take you two fellows with them!"
The two Celestials looked at each other, questioningly. It was a trifle more than they could
understand, though they we1·e both now satisfied
that our hero was speaking the truth.
"They are more daring than I gave them credit
for," said Jim. "I reckon that we have got to
look out for them."
"Me lookee light at um horses allee timee; me
no see um bad galoots takee," declared Wing.
"My blother no watchee muchee; he allee samee
sleep, so be."
"Lat velJy muchee l.ie!" retorted Wing, hotly.
"Here!" exclaimed our hero. "I reckon that'll
do. You tw·o galoots are getting worse, it seems.
Now just shut up! You sat here and allowed
s?me one to sneak up and take three horses away,
right before your eyes. The next time I leave
you to watch the camp I'll appoint somebody to
watch you!"
Both Chinamen felt heartily ashamed of themselves. Ther~ ·was no putting on to be done by
Hop to make 1t appear so on his part, either. But
the fact was that Young Wild West d.i.-J not care
so much about the horses being got1e. He knew
t~ey did not belong to them, anyhow, and had
simply captured them to punish the three villains.
He thoug·ht it over for a minute, and t1;cn came to
the conclusion that they had better have all that
belonged to them.
"Hop," said he, looking at the Chinaman.
"Yes, Misler Wild," came the quick reply.
-"Load that pack mule with the things you took
from it when it was brought here."
"Allee light, Misler Wild."
Charlie looked at the boy, curiously.
"Goin' ter make ther mule light out, too, eh?"
he remarked, with a nod.
"Yes, it don't belong to us. I don't know as it
matters much now. Let the galoots have what
belongs to them. It won't make them one bit better or worse toward us."
"No, I reckon not. They wouldn't appreciate
it if yer was ter make 'em a present of a thousand dollars."
Hop was not long in getting the pack saddle on
the mule. Then what belonged to the outfit was
tied fast on the pack, with the exception of the
rifle that had been taken from the villains. Oar
hero thought they were better off without one,
so he decided- to keep it, though it was of a rather
old pattern, and not of the magazine type.
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"Me allee leady, Misler Wild," called out Hop,
when he had finished his task.
He was trying to make himself square for his
careless watching.
"All right. Now just lead that mule over there
and start him going up the cliff."
Up to this time the Chinaman had n_ot known
what the intentions of, our hero were m 1·egard
to the loading of the mule. Now he understood.
"Allee light," he said, and then he walked away,
pulling the mule, which was one of the lazy kind,
after him,
He knew just where to go, and, once there, he
started the animal up the hill. Then back came
the clever Celestial, bound to do something to
.
make up for what had happened.
"Me feelee allee samee likee bully boy with um
glassee eye, Misler Wild," he said, bowing and
smiling.
"You do, eh? That means that you want to
show us something to forget that you are such
a poor watchman. Is that it?"
"Me likee showee nicee lillee tlick," Hop admitted.
George Malcom looked interested.
"Suppose you show us a trick?" he suggested.
"Yes, Hop; go ahead," Wild remarked.
The clever Chinaman had prepared to do something to puzzle the man from Kansas City right
after they pitched the camp in the valley. He
also wanted to make Young Wild West and the
rest interested, since his tricks were common to
them, and· thev no longer took much stock in
them. But he knew if he could show them something that was entirely new they wimld appreciate
it. And Hop had really prepared something that
was brand new. Near the tent that was used by
the male members of the party was a small
ckmp of bushes. There were some red berries
growing on the bushes, but they were probably
not fit for food. Hop moved over to ·within.half
a dozen feet of the bush, and then he began
shifting his feet about in the grass, as though
he was doing a sort of double-shuffle. But he
really was getting the toe of his right slipper into
a loop of string that was hidden in the grass. As
soon as he had gained his point he drew his big,
yellow silk handkerchief from his pocket, which,
by the way, he never used for any other purpose
than to aid him in performing his tricks.
"Me likee havee um egg, my blot4er," he said,
turning to Wing, who was looking on in an indifferent way.
Wing shook his head.
"Me no gottee egg to makee foolee," he retorted. "Give him one, Wing," spoke up our hero, who
saw that Malcom was eager to find out what the
clever Chinaman was up to.
Charlie and Jim were paying no attention to
wl1at was taking place at all. They we1·e keeping a watch for the appearance of the three ruffians, for they now felt that they might see or
hear from them at any moment. But let us see
what Hop was up to. Wing brought him the egg
froll1 the supplies they had with them, and, takino· it in his hand, the Chinaman looked it over
ca~efully1 #ter which he handed it to Malcom. .
"Allee samee pletty gooclee egg, so be," he
1·ema1·ked.
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"Yes, it looks as though it might be fresh laid,,,
.
was the reply.
"Allee light. You watchee."
Hop carefully wrapped the egg in his handkerchief and then called his brother to hold it for a
moment. Wing did not much care to do this, as
he was suspicious that a trick was going to be
played on him. But when he saw that Wild was
willing that he should go ahead he took the handkerchief.
"Now, my blother, open um handkerchief and
showee Misler Malcom um egg, so be."
The cook slowly umolled the handkerchief and
the bowl of a broken clay pipe was disclosed.
"Great!'' exclaimed the young man. "I have
seen such tricks performed before, but I will say
that I could not see how that was done, But now
the question is, where is the egg?"
"Um egg allee samee)turnee in um old, clay
pipee," Hop ansv.rered, smilingly.
"Apparently-yes," said Malcom. "But I would
like to know just where the egg went."
Wild and the girls were a little disappointed in
the trick. It was the same old thing of wrapping
something in the handkerchief while keeping- the
attention of those before him d1·awn upon something else. But they had not seen all of this
particular trick yet. The surprising part of it
was yet to come.
"You '1antee see um egg, so be?" Hop sa1d,
nodding to Malcom. "Allee light."
Then he apparentlv wrapped the piece of broken
pipe in the handkerchief again, twisting and
rolling it up until only a small knot could be seen.
Then he suddenly opened the handkerchief, shook
it, and there was nothing in it whatever.
"That's pretty good," nodded the young man
from Kansas City. "But I haven't seen the egg
~
yet."
"My blother allee samee gittee um egg pletty
quickee, so be."
"He will, eh? Let us see him do it."
Hop beckoned for Wing to come to him, and,
rather gingerly, he d~d so.
"You allee samee standee light lere, my blother," Hop said. "You no movee; !en you P'ittee 1l!Il
egg and allee samee showee Misler Malcom."
Wing had no idea what was coming, nor did
any one else but the one who was doing the
sleight-of-hand trick. Wing was standing right
before the bush, his face toward it. He was not
altogethe1· at his ease, either, for he knew his
tricky brother only too well.
"Are you leady, my bl other?" asked Hop.
"Me allee leady," was the reply."
Hop moved one of his feet quickly, and up
flew a portion of the bush that had been bent to
the ground, sending an egg straight to Wing's
breast. He saw it coming and tried to catch it
with his hands, but he was nothing of a baseball player, and the egg collided with liim and
broke.
"Lat too bad," and Hop shook his head, sadly.
"My blother no catchee to showee Misler Malcom."
"I think that was good enough, as it turned
out," laughed Malcom. "My! But that was certainly clever. You beat any one I ever saw,
Hop."
"He allee . samee velly muchee smartee,''
the retort.
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to be found around there, in patches, she did not
think anything of it. But as she stepped upon a
certain spot she felt a slight give under her foot
and heard a metallic ring. The girl gave a start,
but said nothing. Then she sat down and proceeded to dig into the sod with a sharp stone. Six
or seven inches down the stone came in contact
with something that she knew was not rock. It
was iron.
"I think I will treat Wild and the others to a
surprise in just about two minutes," she thought.
"For if I haven't found the lost treasure I'll miss
my guess!"
She appeared to be disinterested, but kept on
digging with the stone. The spot where she was
sitting was 1·ight near two hummocks of rocks,
and were it not fo1· the patches of grass near at
hand it would have been pretty bleak-looking. In
just two minutes Arietta had convinced herself
CHAPTER X.-The Treasure Is Found.
thoroughhlv that she had found the door of the
safe that covered the box of gold and silver coin
The afternoon wore on and the egg trick of George Malcom's father had buried there. She
Hop's was forgotten. Nothing was seen of Coy- did not try to lift the heavy door, but, rising to
ote Bill and his parcls, thol1gh our hero was cer- her feet, she called out:
tain that they were not very far away. About
"Come over and see the lost treasure, Wild! I
an hour before sunset Wild and Malcom began have found it!"
examining the ground at the foot of the slanting
The words sounded like an electric shock to the
descent. They could easily see the blasted pine ears of those who heard them. But Young Wild
among the trees, though they had not discerned it West quickly ran forward, exclaiming:
when they looked at first. But the fact was that
"I knew it-! I was sure she would find it, Malthey had not thought to look for it, since they com!"
e:,qJected that it ·would only be located when the
Malcom was speechless. He had temporarily
sun was setting, and might be further away. They lost his strength, too, and stood looking before
had not been long there when Arietta came up. him, helpless. But Charlie quickly caught him by
"Wild, I am always lucky in searching for the arm and brought him to his senses.
treasures, you know," she said. "I thought I
"Come on!" the scout said. "Have a look at
what Arietta has found."
would come and help you."
That broke the spell. Malcom was at the spot
"All right, Et," was the reply. "I reckon you're
welcome."
in a jiffy. Wild had called to Jim to fetch a
"I am going to find the lost treasure, Wild. I shovel and pick, and Dart was hurrying with the
implements. The next minute our hero was digfeel sure of it."
ging away the dirt around the edge of the iron
Malcom looked at the girl and smiled.
safe door. He tried to pry it up in a minute, and
"I guess she means that, Wild,'' he said.
"Certainly she does," our hero answered. "Et when he found that it lifted readily he raised it.
is very lucky in such matters, as she says. You He put it back in the form of a lid, and the iron
keep right on looking, and so will I; that won't box described by the blind man was disclosed.
'"fhere you are, Malcom!" said our hero, jubilinterfere with her one bit."
antly. "I reckon there is the lost treasure."
"It will soon be sunset, and then we can get the
"That is only the beginning
it," was the reexact line," said Arietta, after a moment's ply. "But I am so g-lad that of
we have found it
thought. "But it may be that the line with the that I can't find words to thank
you, especially
sun and blasted pine were taken at a different Miss Arietta."
season than what we have now. If that is the
"Don't try to find them, then," Arietta told him,
case our line would not strike the exact point." her face covered with a smile. "I felt that I was
"Thoughtful Et," said Wild, nodding to her. "I going to be the one to discover it, and it has
never once thought of that."
turned out that way. The buried silver is right
Malcom shook his head.
under this box, according to the document."
"I don't exactly know what time of year it was
"An' ther bones of ther Chinamen, too," added
when my father made that map," he declared. the scout.
"But we can look both sides of the line, and that
"Open the box, Malcom; you are the proper one
ought to be the means of our finding it, if we to do that," said Wild, not paying any attention
onlv stick at it long enough."
to the scout's remarks.
The camp was less than a hundred yards disThe lid of the iron box was not locked, and
tant, so pretty soon the rest came over, with the after a couple of attempts it opened. There was
exception of Jim and the Chinamen. Jim was the gold and silver, sure enough-mostly the fornot going to allow the villains to sneak around, if mer, too--and our hero quickly estimated that
Hop and Wing had. Meanwhile Arietta kept walk- there was fully twenty thousand dollars there.
ing around, occasionally looking at the declining
"We will leave .this right here for a while, I
sun, the peak and the blasted pine behind her.
reckon," said Wild. "We will move wr camp up
Suddenly she came to a place that was covered here, and then we will be able to guard it. By
with a pretty thick sod. As there was plenty of it digging down near here we can locate the silver.
Wing stood stock still, the yellow egg running
down his breast, while his face was a look of
blank dismay. Any one would have smiled, at
least, at such a sight. Cheyenne Charlie heard
the rest laughing, and he ran back to the camp
to see what caused it. The moment he saw the
broken egg smeared over Wing's clothing he broke
into a loud guffaw.
"I didn't see it done," he said, as he partly recovered from his fit of laughter. "But I'll bet it
was a good one!"
"Good one; eh?" answered Malcom. "Why, I
never had the least idea what was going to happen. Hop is certainly a genius at preparing
startling and funny tricks."
"He can't be beat," the scout hastened to declare.
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"All right," was the hurried reply. "Here you
Then, when it is located, we will send for t~ams
to carry it away. But we have got to get nd of go, Charlie! I am lowering a rope."
the three galoots who aTe after the treasure first.
I am sorry now that I let Roaring Jack go. The
best thing we can do is to catch those fellows and
CHAPTER XI.-A Case of "Turn About."
make them prisoners, I guess."
Leaving them standing and sitting around the
Young Wild West was not long in lettin!l' down
treasure, Wild started for the camp to tell the
Chinamen to get ready to move the tents over to the rope. He could not see the bottom of the hole,
the treasure spot. Arietta ran along after him. since it ran in a slanting direction. He had to
The girl was so delighted with what had happened fling the rope from him in order to get it clown,
but the distance was not more than thirty feet.
that she wanted to talk with him about it.
"I reckon you're the one to look for treasures,
"I've got her!" came from below. "They're all
and to find them, too, Et," he said. "This has right, ·wild, 'cept Malcom, an' he's only hurt his
been a great adventure so far."
leg a little. It don't amount ter a great deal.
"Yes, Wild, and it is not over yet. I - - "
Yer see, we didn't drop very hard; we jest went
beJust then a series of sharp c1·ies rang out
down with ther dht, an' as soon as we could git
hind them, and, turning quickly, they saw that out of it an' breathe all right, we found that it
their friends were not in sight. But as one of the wasn't sich an awful thing. We've found ther
bummocks was directly in the way, there was silver, all right. I'll let Jim come up first, I
nothing so surprising in this. However, they had 1·eckon."
·
heard enough to cause them to turn and run back.
"Good!" answered our hero.
As thev came to the spot they found it vacant.
As he started to pull up on the rope Hop and
The treasure box had been closed and the iron Wing came over to help him. Just how it was
door dropped over it, but those who had been left no one knew, but the edge of the hole suddenly
there were among the missing.
caved in, and down went the two Chinamen, tumThe trunk of a fallen tree lay right close to the bling over and over, as they shot down the detreasure spot, and as Wild looked at this he was scent. Wild just missed going with them by a
sure that it had been moved in some way. He very narrow margin.
started for it, his face pale with apprehension,
"Look out below!" he shouted.
and as he ~·eached the butt of it, where some of
sln·ill cnes of the Celestials were drowned
the roots still were visible, he saw a yawning byThe
roar of laughter, which showed that Charlie
hole! The opening was fully twenty feet square, wasa in
but a state of fright. Arietta
and, since those who had been left there were no- now got anything
of the rope, and, keeping well back
hold
conclusion
one
but
was
there
seen,
be
to
,1·here
from the edge, they pulled Jim Da1-t from what
to dra-v, and that was that they had been swal- might be caliecl a grave. But the very minute he
Ariat
looked
Wild
lowed by a sudden cave-in!
was landed something happened that p11t' a new
etta in bla:LJk amazement.
phase on the situation. Three men leaped fo1·''Wild," she said, speaking in a whisper that ward from behind a hummock, and botf1 Wild and
seemed hard to leave her lips, "what has hap- Dart were felled to the ground I The assailpened?"
ants were Coyote Bill and his pards, as might be
"They have been dropped down into some kind readily supposed. They had been watching ever
of a cave, Et," was the reply. "The ground must since our friends had gathered in a bunch near
have been hollow, and when they all got together the two hummocks, and when they realized that
at one spot it has given way under the weight. an impo1;tant discovery had been made by them
But it may be that no one has been seriously hurt. they decided to come down and investigate.
I will soon find out."
From the cliff they could see quite plainly, and
Leaning over the opening, the young deadshot
when they beheld the earth open and swallow all
called out:
but two of the party they could hardly believe
"Hello! Hello!"
tb,eir senses. But it was a lucky windfall for
"Hello, Wild!" came the immediate reply.
them, they thought, and even Cold Water Dan beIt was the voice of Cheyenne Chatlie.
Down they came, and, sneak"Are you all tb.ere ?" our hero asked, as his came enthused. along,
they 1·eached the spot in
ing cautiously
face brightened.
up out of the hole.
"Yes, we're all here, an' we come mighty sud- time to see Jim Dart pulled
In the excitement Wild had forgotten the three
den-like, too," was the retort.
villains entirely, and thus he fell an easy victim.
"Anybody hurt?"
The blow he had received was but a glancing one,
"I don't know yet. Git a lariat while we're but
sufficed to stun him sufficiently to make
tl'yin' ter git together. We're in some kind of him itsuffer
and tide to the
big; cave, an' I've struck some of ther heathen fallen tree. himself to be bound
bones."
And Jim was overcome just as easy. He, too,
Arietta heard the words of the scout, and before she could be told what to do she ran for the was bound to the log in a sitting posture. Roarcamp, shouting for the Chinamen to fetch some ing Jack had seized Arietta and was holding her
lariats. Hop and Wing were quick enough to act by the arms. The girl struggled to get away
when called uoon in that way, and they came from him, but, finding she could not, she deterrunning with four lariats in a hurry. Arietta met mined to t1·y a little strategy. She was really as
them, and, taking one ·of the ropes, ran for the cool as either Wild or Jim just then.
opening.
"There is no use in hurting me," she said. ".Let
"Here you are, Wild," she said, as she handed it me alone. You have caught Young Wild West,
to him.
and I can do nothing. If you must have the
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treasure I'll show you where it is. You cannot
find it without my showing it to you, for it is
hidden from sight."
"Let her go, Jack," said Coyote Bill. "I reckon ·
I ain't afraid of one gal. We've got Young Wild
West an' one of his pards dead ter rights, an'
ther rest is down in that hole, ter stay there jest
as long as we want 'em ter. I reckon they'll be
glad ter send them two gals up by an' by. Jack,
you an' Dan jest take a walk over to that camp
over there an' see if there is anything good ter
be found. I want ter talk ter this gal in private
a minute 01· two, . anyhow. I sorter reckon she
likes me."
He gave a coarse laugh, and Arietta felt like
springing at his throat. But the girl was brave
and resourceful, and she kept wonderfully calm.
The two pards of the villain walked away, grinning like delighted schoolboys.
"We might find some whisky in ther camp,
Jack," said Cold Water Dan. "Ours was all gone
yisterday, yer know."
"Yes, an' that might be ther reason why you've
been so gloomy," was the reto1·t. "I see that
you've sol'ter come back to your senses, though."
"Well, what has happened is enough to make
any one feel good, I reckon."
As soon as they were gone Coyote Bill turned
to Arietta, who had seated herself 1!pon a rock,
and was apparently frightened and dejected. But
she was far from this! The brave girl was trying hard to devise a plan whereby she might
liberate Wild and Jim, and suddenly she hit upon
one.
"You wouldn't kill me, would you?" she asked
Coyote Bill, making out that she was becoming
more tenorstl'icke n every minute.
"If yer don't show me where that treasure is,
I will," was the l"etort.
Arietta thought a moment. Then, rising, she
beckoned the man to follow her.
"To save my life I will show you where the
treasure is," said Arietta, and she lifted the
secr et lid, showing the box.
As the villain uttered an exultant cry and
dropped upon his knees the brave girl reached
for his revolver. This was exactly what she had
in mind when she conducted him to the spot.
Coyote Bill has:} opened the box, and he was fingering and gloating over the contents. But suddenly his delight was turned to dismay. A1·ietta
struck him a blow on the head with the butt of
the revolver she had taken from his belt, and
sent him rolling over on his back.
"Utte1· a cry and you will be a dead man!" she
exclaimed, turning the weapon so the muzzle covered him.
Co,ote Bill gave a gasp.
"Good for you, Et!" came from Young Wild
West, who had now fully recovered from the
drects of the blow he had received. "Keep your
word, and shoot him, if he makes a move to rise
,or utters a sound above a whisper."
Coyote Bill quickly realized that the tables had
been turned upon him. He lay there, just as
though he could not get up if he was told to. The
girl now backed away from him until she reached
the fallen tree. Then she reached over it .ll,Ild
picked up Wild's own knife and quickly sevel·ed
his bonds. The prostrate villain made a move
just then as though he was going to rise.
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"Look out!" cautioned the girl. "I don't want
your blood on my hands!"
Coyote Bill lay still again. Wild, as cool as an
iceberg now, finished cutting himself loose, and
then, getting upon his feet, he quickly liberated
Jim.
"Wild! Wild! What's ther matter up there?"
came from below in the voice of Cheyenne Charlie.
Jim ran to the edge of the opening aytd called
out:
"It is all right now. We will soon have you all
out. We had a little trouble with Coyote Bill,
but it is all right now. We've got him, Charlie."
Meanwhile our hero was busy binding the prostrate villain. This done, he dragged him to the
log and made him fast to it.
"I reckon you can sit there and look at the
treasure," he said. "You may as well take a
good look at it, for that is all the good it will
ever do you."
Coyote Bill made no reply.
"Jim," said Wild, "you and Et haul up those
below." Turning to the prisoner, he said:
"Coyote Bill, I want you to do something for
me."
"What ~o yer want me ter do?" queried the
man, showmg more than ordinary interest right
away.
"I want you to call your J>ards just as though
there was nothing wrong with yo{i. Do you hear
what I say?"
"I hear yer, but I won't do it!"
"Yer won't?"
"No! I'll tell 'em what's ther matter-that 's
what I will!"
Before Wild could seize him to throttle the cry
'
th7' scoundrel yelled at the top of his voice:
. Hey, there, Jack-Dan! Light out! Young
Wild West has got me!"
It was do!le, and Wild knew it. But he did not
o~er to puni._sh t_he helpless man for it. He simply
picked up his nfle and ran around the hummock.
Co_ld Water _Dan and Roaring Jack had heard the
their leader, and they :Vere not allowing
v01ce
any g1ass to grow under their feet. Roaring
Jack had decided to ride away, and he hastily cut
lo<?se our l_Iero:s sorrel stalli?n, He got the
bridle on_ h11:1 in a hurry, while his companion
was leggmg 1t for the cliff.
"I r~~ko11: I'll l:ave to keep my promise to that
g~loot, Wild said, coolly, and Iris rifle went to
his shoulder.
A 9uick aim and he pressed the trigger. Crack!
Roar:ng Jack let go the horse he was in the 'lict of
stealmg and dropped.

o!
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CHAPTER XII.-Wild's Shot Fails to Kill.
As Co_ld Water Dan had suc<l'eeded in getting
out of sight among the bushes, Wild let him go
for the present. He walked back and saw Eloise
come out of the hole, the rope under her arms
"Keep an eye on the prisoner Et " said he
"I'll help Jim, and we'll soon ha~e tr'1em all up·
here."
·
"He won 't get away, Wild,"
was the reply
~o~ote Bill was very pale now, for he ~as
thmking ~f the crack of Young Wild West's rifle
that had Just sounded. Though he did not know
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it for certain, he felt that the life of one of his
partners had paid the forfeit.
"Hey!" he called out to our hero.
"What do you want?" was the reply.
"Which of 'em did yer shoot?"
"The one I promised to when I saw him again."
The villain hung his head.
"That means Jack, I s'pose," he muttered half
Aloud.
But Wild paid no further attention to him. The
rope was down, and the next to be pulled up was
Anna. Then it came the turn of George Malcom.
Hop and Wing foll1owed, the last to come up being Cheyenne Charlie.
"Whew!" exclaimed the scout, as he saw the
prisoner tied to the log. "I reckon somethin' has
been goin' on since I've been gone! "
"That's right, Charlie," our hero answered.
"What was ther shot?"
''I shot a galoot who was trying to steal Spitfire, that's all."
"One of his pards, I s'pose?" and the scout
nodded at Coyote Bill.
"Oh, certainly."
Wild now ran over to the spot where the
sorrel had walked in order to crop the grass. A
whistle from Wild brought the intelligent animal
to him.
"So that galoot was going to take you away,
eh, Spitfire?" he said, patting the glossy neck.
"Well, they are not going to do anything like that,
not when I have got a rifle in my hands."
Spitfire gave a whinny and suffered himself to
be tied again, where he could graze with the rest
of the horses. Then Wild walked over to the
spot where Roaring Jack had dropped. Much to
his surprise, the villain's body was not there.
Young Wild West was mystified. He was a sure
shot, and he knew he had not missed. Then, too,
he had seen the scoundrel fall. He called out for
Charlie and Jim to come over, and they quickly
did so.
"What's ther matter, Wild?" asked the scout.
"I can't find ther ca1·cass of the man I dropped,"
was the reply.
"Is that so?" spoke up Jim. "That's funny."
"I should say it was! I know I had him covered, and I know the bullet went straight. But
where is he?"
"Ther bullet has hit his knife or shooter, an'
glanced off, most likely," Charlie remarked.
"That might be. Well, the next time I shoot
you can bet he won't crawl away. I promised to
give him his medicine, and I am going to do it!"
As it was better among the trees for a camp,
our hero decided to let the tents be right where
they wexe.
"Fetch the box of gold and silver coins hexe,"
he said. "I guess it will be just as safe here.
If we camp over there, there is no telling just
when another cave-in will take place and drop
us down among the silvex."
"An' bones of ther Chinamen," added the scout.
Wild smiled at him. It was not a humorous
thing to talk about either, but Charlie seemed to
have the "bones of the Chinamen" on his mind,
and every chance he got to bring it up he did
so. Though the box was very heavy, they managed
to get it moved the short distance in a little
while. Coyote Bill was brought over, too, and
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our hero saw to it that he was fixed so that
he would have no possible chance to get away
without being aided by someone. The sun had set
by this time, but they did not have to ta½e any
measurements from it so they had not paid any
attention to it. While the evening meal was being- prepared Charlie related all about the cave-in.
But there was little to explain about it, beyond
the fact that there was a cave there, which must
have been formed at the time the landslide took
place. The lucky part of it all was that they had
not been hurt by the fall, or buxied in the loosened
dixt.
"I reckon we'll go and get out a couple of the
pigs of silver after suppex," Wild said, after he
heard all about it.
As soon as they had eaten supper Wild, Charlie
and Malcom went over to the onening. It was
not yet dark, but they brought a lantern with
them, which was to be used below. Wild was
anxious to go down and have a look at the place,
so he took the lantern and was lowexed down by
his two companions. Our hero did not feel the
least bit of alarm about the two villains who wer
still at large returning. Still, there was a possibility that they might make an effort to rescue
their leader. Wild was soon at the bottom of the
descent. The lantern showed him a good-sized
cave that was formed overhead by trees and rocks,
which had become wedged firmly together, thus
supporting- the earth that had come down on top.
Two of the wagons lying in a crushed heap
were plainly visible, as were the skeletons of several of the Chinamen who had perished in the
disaster. The silver was there, and there was no
mistake about it. The young deadshot took his
time and looked around. Finally he tied a couple
of the silver bars to the end of the rope and called
out for Charlie to pull them up. This was soon
done, and then down came the end of the la1·iat
again. There was nothing there to attract him, so
the boy was hauled out of the cave. They then
took the bars, which were about all two could
carry, to the camp.
"I reckon we ought ter have a sort of jolly time
over this," observed the scout, as be looked at the
silver pigs. "I believe I would take a drink of
tanglefoot, if I could git it."
"Me allee samee takee two dlinks," spoke up
Hop, who was always in evidence when whisky
was referred to.
"Yes, an' I reckon you'd git stone-blind drunk,
if yer could only git ther chance," Charlie re•
torted. "That's your way."
"Well, there is no use in talking about it,"
spoke up Malcom. "We haven't got any."
"You makee Jillee mistakee you no bling lillee
tanglefoot," piped Hop, shaking his head.
"Well, I am not in the habit of drinking liquor,
Hop. I will admit that I got at it pretty strong
while I was in Denver; and look at the trouble it
got me in! If I hadn't been under the influence
of liquor I would never have told all my business
in the public places."
"You no dlink enough, so be," and again the
Celestial shook his head, as though a big mistake
had been made.
"Oh, yes; I did. I drank too much, I tell you."
"If you dlink lillee more you no tell; you allee
samee go sleepee, so be."
"Ob, I see what you mean. Well, the chances
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arc if I had got unconscious from drink I wouldn't
have told anything. But I would have while I
was getting that way, So there is no argument
for you."
"Allee light; me givee in, so be."
Hop then amused them for nearly an hour with
his funny and puzzling feats of sleight-of-hand,
and the evening Roon passed. The usual watch
was kept that night, but the partners of Coyote
Bill did not show up to try and effect his release,
and when morning dawned he was in a very dejected state.
CHAPTER XIII.-What Happened to the Villains

'

Cold Water Dan was certainly in a fright when
he started to flee from the camp, after hearing
the warning cry of Coyote Bill. He turned and
saw Roaring Jack trying to get one of the horses
belonging to Young Wild West's party, but he
kept right on running, for stealing a horse was no
temptation to him just then. He had not time for
that, he figured. He turned and peered through
an opening among the trees just in time to hear a
rifle crack, and see his pard fall. Then he made
for the cave at the top of the cliff as fast as his
legs could carry him.
"I knowed it!" he exclaimed. "Coyote Bill
thought he had 'em dead ter rights, but he didn't!
Somethin' happened in their favor, an' jest what
it was I don't know. But I'll stay around here an'
try ter do my best. I won't ride off and leave
Bill ter his fate. Jack has took his medicine all
right, an' it'll be my turn next I s'pose."
He sat down in the cave with the hol'ses and
pack mule, which, by the way, had been caught
by the tifo as it reached the top of the cliff. He
did not seem to care if he was pul'sued there, but
there was one thing about him, and that was that
he ·was ready to put up a fight to the last. Not
with the expectation of getting a share in the silver treasure, either, for when he heard the voice
of Coyote BHI sound the warnin_,g- he made up his
mind that the last chance was gone.
He sat there, thinking it over, when he suddenly heard a footfall near at hand. He drew
his revolvel' and spmng to his feet. Then, to his
surprise, he saw Roaring Jack walking into the
cave.
"Great wildcats!" he exclaimed. "Is ther dead
alive?"
"Thought I was dead, eh, Dan?" queried the
newcomer, with a chuckle. "Well, blamed if I
didn't think I was myself first off. But look what
saved my life!"
He pulled a big watch such as railroad engineers use from his pocket and held it up. Embedded in it was a bullet, the hands still remaining on the face.
"You said that ticker wasn't wol'th hittin' that
drunken engineer on ther heftd fur, that night in
Denver," went on Jack, proudly. "I said it was
worth it, an' I say it ag'in! That watch saved
my life. It was in my pocket, right over my
heart, an' Young Wild West"s bullet fetched it
square. It knocked me down, all Tight, but I
come ter myself right away, an' then I crawled in
ther bushes an' started fur here. I've got here all
right."
"Shake, Jack!n and Cold Water put out his
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It was a genuine grip that was exchanged,
for the two villains certainly enjoyed the meeting.
"They've got Bill, though," said Roaring Jack,
after a short silence. "I s'pose we've got ter try
an' git him away from 'em."
"Yes, we've got ter do that," was the reply.
"They've got Bill, an' they've got ther treasure,
too. We'l'e knocked out of ther game, jest as I
said we'd be."
"There! Don't go ter sayin' any more about
that. I think that we're goin' ter win out yet.
I'm like Bill; I never give up till I die."
"You'll give up, all right," said Cold Water,
significantly. "Ther watch saved yel' once, but
it won't do it ag'in. Young Wild West told yer
that he was goin' ter drop yer, an' he did. It ain't
his fault that you're alive."
"No; it's ther fault of that drunken engineer
what had this wateh up in Denver."
Jack tried to chuckle, but it was a failure. He
did not feel the way he was trying to make it appear.
"How about somethin' ter eat?" Jack asked,
changing the subject.
"We've got plenty of grub yet, but it ain't
cooked," was the reply.
"I wonder how it would be ter start a fire 'way
back in ther cave? Maybe it wouldn't smoke us
out, if we got ther other side of it."
"We kin try it."
They hastened to g-ather some twigs and brush,
and canying it to the rear of the cave started a
fire. The blaze extended readily and a draught
canied the smoke straight to the mouth of the
cave.
"I thought it would ·work," said Jack, nodding
his head, approvingly.
"Well, I didn't," was Cold Water's retort. "I
don't know what makes ther smoke go out that
way, unless there's air comin' through from back
there."
"That's jest what there is, then. Well, let her
com.el It's helpin' us out, all right. Now, jest git
somethin' ready te1· eat."
Cold Water acted as cook, and in a little while
he had prepared a little meal that was strengthening and palatable, if not elegant. ,Uter they
were through eating Cold Water Dan's curiosity
became aroused and he got up and went to find
out where the draught came from. Much to his
surprise, he found a regular passage leading
downward in a direction that was parallel with
the face of the cliff.
"Jack," said he, "I reckon I've found a wav ter
gi_t down below putty easy. "No wonder thei· fire
burned so good! This is a regular chimbly."
Jack was investigating· right. away.
"By ginger!" he exclaimed. "I wonder if that
does lead clown to ther foot of ther cliff?"
"Ther only way te1· find out i:; ter try an' see."
"We kin light a lantern an' go as :.'ar as we
kin, anyhow."
The lantern wa!" soon brought forth, and then
the t\Yo men crept into the passage and proceeded to work their way through.
Do,vn thE:Y went, step by. step, . and _soon ·they
found tpat 1t was as easy to descend as though it
had been made for that especial purpose. As long
as they found that there was no danger of being
lost the two villains continued,on their way. They
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easily covered a distance of three hundred yards
before they found anything that was startling.
And when they did find it they were amazed and
ready to yell like a couple of mad Indians. The
passage had led them directly to the cave where
the buried silver was!
"What do yer think of this, Dan?" RoaTing
Jack asked, when he found the use of his tongue.
"It's ther sllver treasure, all right," was the
1·eply.
. The villains kept hunting around, and at last
they ! ound something that would have been very
pleasmg to Hop Wah just then. It was a big jug
:fille~l "-':ith whisky! They seized it eagerly, and,
:findmg a comfortable place to sit down, they pro~eed~d to take turns at drinking. That was the
undomg of Cold Water Dan and Roaring Jack. In
less than an hour from the time the two found
the jug· they were both beastly drunk and sound
asleep. How long they had slept they knew not,
but when they awoke they found a Chinaman
i;tanding over them, a big six-shooter in his
hand!
CHAPTER XIV-Conclusion.
Our friends had an early breakfast, and as soon
as it was over they paid a visit to the cave. Hop
wanted to go, too, so he was permitted to do so
by Wild._ Some on_e had to guard Coyote Bill,
an_d as Jim and Elmse offered to stay with Wing,
this_ matter was soon fixed. Coyote Bill waited
·until all were away from the camp but the three,
and then_ he ~et _at work to .make his escape. He
was a wily_ v1llam, and durmg the night, by constant workmg, he had succeeded in almost slipping one of his hands. It was ready to pull from
the rope that bound it when our friends were at
breakfast, but he thought he had better wait for
.a more convenient time.
He was lying under a tree and on a blanket,
and a rope about his waist held him to the tree.
Desperate as he was, it was no.thing strange that
he should soon untie the knots that kept him from
his liberty. In less than ten minutes he was perfectly free, and no one knew of it but himself.
At length what he thought was the right time
~ame. Then he started to crawl toward the tent
:r, wh'ch he knew his weapons had been placed.
He got tl:ere, and soon found them.
''Now I reckon I'll win out, after all," he muttered.
Then the villain raised the back of the tent
and crept away in the bushes. He soon got
.tround far enough, and then he started on a run
for the cliff. It was just then that Jim Dart
:happened to look toward the spot where the pristlnei; had been kept.
''Coyote Bill has got away!" he said to Eloise,
m a low tone of voice.
But Jim told her not to fear, and then he made
flff in the bushes. He was lucky enough to catch
f'ight of the villain just a s he was halfway up
the cliff. Just then Coyote Bill paused, for he
had caught sight of Young Wild West. Wild was
standi_ng near the mouth of the opening, giving
ihrections to those who were with him as to finding a way to get down and out of the cave easily.
Jim saw the villain raise his rifle, and then his
~ye turned the way he .was looking. He saw
and understood, and his own rifle was
to his shoulder in a jiffy. Crnng! A s the repo1·t
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rang out Coyote Bill dropped the rifle, threw up
his hands and tottered a few steps backward.
Then down he went, rolling over and over. Jim
knew he had finished the villain, so he never
even went over to look at him. He hastened to
meet Wild and the rest, and soon they were all
gathered at the opening, talking it over. In a
few minutes they had finished rigging up a sort
of ladder to get up and clown the cave.
Hop was one of the first to go down. He
went nosing around the wagons right away. He
was pretty keen at smelling, and he soon got the
odor of whisky. Then he crawled through an
opening and was surprised to see two sleeping
men lying on the g·round. He drew his big revolve1· and then gave them each a sharp kick.
Roaring Jack and Cold Water Dan were very
much surprised, as has been stated.
''Hip hi!" yelled Hop just then. "Misler Charlie, comee allee samee quickee! Me gottee two
galoots, so be!"
The scout had been close behind the Chinaman
when he crawled through the openmg and he
'
was there in no time.
Roaring Jack made a dive between the scout's
legs, with surprising quickness. _He dove through
the opening Hop arid Charlie had entered that
part of th_e cave by and came face to face with
Young Wild West! The villain had jerked a
knife from his belt as he went through and
with a ye_ll of i-age, he sprang at the young' dead~
shot. Wild fired at short range, and this time
the bullet did not hit the watch the scoundrel
had. It caught him squarely be~een the eyes
and Roaring Jack never spoke or saw after that!
Cold Water Dan surrendered right away. When
they got the last of the villainous trio out of the
cave he asked if he could tell his story. He was
allowed to go ahead, and he related just what
had occuned from the time he had ao-reed to
follow Malcom in search of the lost trea:ure.
":Well/' said Wild, "I reckon you've fooled yourself a httle. You are not going to die just now
I think there is a chance for you to become ~
sort of reformer: ye~, a1:1d I am going to let you
work for us until this silve1· is got out. There is
no n~ed of telling you just what will .happen to
you 1f you try anything crooked."
But that afternoon another cave-in occurred
and he was crushed to death by tons of rock and
dirt. He was the only one to suffer from the accident, b~t it pl'obably was a fitting death for a
man of his stamp. Since the three villains were
no longer there to make trouble for our friends
eyerything ·went on smoothly, and in due time th~
silver was conveyed to the nearest railroad station, and then shipped where it could be ,turned
into m_oney. There was a princely sum that came
from it, but Young Wild West and his friends
refused to accept as much as Malcom wanted to
give them. What they did accept was a nice
round s1;1m, however, and all hands were mor~
than satisfied.
Next week's h,sue will contain "YOUNG
WILD WEST AT DEATH GORGE: or, CHEYENNE CHARLIE'S HARD-PAN HIT."

"THE WAY TO BECOME A MOVING PICTURE ACTRESS" is in "Moving Picture Stories,"
No. 326. Get a copy. Price 7 cents; postage free.
BARRY E. WOLFF, 166 W. 23rd St., N. Y.
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CURRENT NEWS
THEY BRING IT IN EGGS
Fresh CANADIAN eggs-$2 a dozen. Laid by
Canadian Club hens, Scotch Plymouth Rocks,
Brandy pullets, Martini Leghorns, Bronx Minorcas, and Gin bantams! Strictly fresh-with a
kick!
Take it from D. A. Sawyer, who has just arrived from Detroit, there are more ways of getting liquor across from Canada tha~ shooting it
in torpedoes. At the Waldorf-Astona the other
night, Mr. Sawyer said the stuff is being smuggled into this country in eggs diable.
"It was discovered in Detroit, when a man with
a big market basket, just off a boat from the
Canadian side, was run into by a taxi," said Mr.
Sawyer. The unmistakable odor of good old
Scotch pervaded the air, and a crowd gathered.
The man did not wait to explain, but left without
ceremony, deserting his eggs, basket and all,
when the traffic policeman approached.
"The eggs proved to be filled with liquor and
carefully sealed. The customs inspector afterwards testified that he had noticed a great increase in egg imports, and that a great many
men and women had seemed to be doing this
branch of their marketing in Canada."

VICTIMS OF REDS THRUST UNDER ICE
Details of the massacre at Nikalaevsk, Siberia, of a Japanese garrison and numerous Russian civilians by Bolshevist forces have reached
Japan, broug·ht by two refugee, an American and
an Armenian, who made their way over 200
· miles of the arctic tundra in the late winter.
Thev arrived at Alexandrovsk, where their
accounts of the fight were obta.ined, but, according to Japanese Embassy advices, every effort
is being made to confirm what was said, and the
sto1·ies of the refugees are still classed as ru·
mor. The port of Nikolaevsk is completely closed
at this season by ice.
Early in March, according to the refugees,
the Bolshevist army appeared in force at the
mouth of the Amur River and occupied the port
of Nikolaevsk, making prisoners of the nearly
200 ani-Bolshevist troops. Cutting· holes in the
thick ice of the river, the Bolsheviki thrust the
prisoners under the ice, some civilians also being among the victims.
The commander of the small Japanese garrison protested, the refugees said, whereupon the
Bolshevist commander demanded that he surrender the arms of his own soldiers. When this
was refused, the Japanese were attacked and
driven into their barracks, which was burned,
together with the Consulate. in which the Jap·
anese Consul, his wife and two children had
their quarters. Every one in the buildings perished in the flames, none being· permitted to
surrender. It is believed that the Japanese force
numbered 130 men.

CONTINUE PART-PAYMENT
PLAN
Thousands of people in the United States hold
property and sound investments to-day wJ10 never
held anything before but a job and who did not
even have a tight clutch on that. These holdings
are the result of their having bought Liberty
Bonds on weekly or monthly payments during
and after the war. That practice made capitalists
out of millions of Americans and accomplished
the result without appreciable inconvenience, dis~
comfort, or self-sacrifice. Banks aided in the work
by carrying bonds for the investor and allowing
them to make partial payments, and thoui;;-ands of
industrial concerns and employers did likewise.
The custom of making regular payments on
safe, sound, profitable, Government investments
became a fixed habit and a desirable one. Those
who saved and inviested in this manner found to
their elation that they had something besides a
tired feeling to show for their labor and they
desired to continue the habit. Employers discovered that the prosperity of their employees was
reflected in the prosperity of the business and desired it to continue. Banks found that they had
acquired thousands of new customers and sought
to retain those relationships.
The ending of the Liberty loan issues, for a
time tended to check the continuance of the habit
so favorably formed, although many continued to
save and invest in the shorter-term issues such as
War Savings Stamps and Treasury Savings Certificates. The $100 and $1,000 certificates, how,
ever, did not at first lend themselves so readily to
partial-payment purchase as did the Liberty
Bonds, as each year's issue of these obligations is
separate and distinct, and there was a problem
connected with delivery of the certificates on completion of payment.
The difficulty has just been obviated bv an arrangement approved by Secretary of the Treasury
Houston, which provides that Treasury Savings
Certificates of the series of 1920, sold under par·
tial payment plan, may be carried in stock by
cash agent banks up to October 31, 1921. This
will afford all necessary protection to the banks
in respect to the surrender of unsold stocks- and
will provide time for completion of the payments
begun in any month of this year.
The Government or the Treasury Department
is not connected in any way with the transaction
until payment has been completed and the certificate delivered to the purchaser. The transactions up to that point are solely between the investor and the bank, and even after delive1·y the
United States is liable only on the certificate itself. But the department has approved the ruling
in order to facilitate for many thousand investors
the continuance of the habit of saving and safe
investment in Government securities so auspici·
ously begun with the Liberty Bonds.
Thc,usands of industrial concerns throughout
the country have approved and put into practice
these part-payment investments among their employees by making the necessary arrangements
with the banks in their vicinity.
BANKS
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LOST IN FEUDLAND
-OR-

A BOY IN "MOONSHINE" MOUNTAINS
By DICK ELLISON
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER XIX ( continued)
"Nothing; only I was thinking that perhaps we
had better retreat more out of the way of these
bullets. After that, we can make our way eit_h~r
to Callahan's men or try to find the sheriff s
house."
.
"Malvina will thlnk my absence strange; but
she was unable to do a thing. In fact, when you
seized my rein, I gave up, for I thought you was
one of Anse Turley's men. My-but I was
scared!"
"It was a lucky scare for me," Fred ventured
to say. "But for stopping you, I might have been
in that fight myself, not dreaming that you were
so near, and--"
"So helpless, you would say. Yes I was, and
~"" yet. They were very kind to me at the sheriff's. But the ways of his people and thefr fierce,
savage way of fight.ing with each other made me
feel that, outside of Sister Me1·cy, Father-and
you, I had no one up here whom I could really
depend on and truly know."
"I sure am pleased to hear you talk like that,
especially when you include me with your father
and your aunt. But-hold on a minute, Miss
Knox."
Brankston placed the girl and her poney behind him, so that she would be better sheltered
as they advanced.
"I think you might drop the Knox," she ventured demurely enough, despite the evident pe1·il
and unce1·tainty of their position.
The lad turned quickly and grasped her hand,
"Thank you, Miss Mary," he said quietly.
"I don't know that you need add the 'miss,'
,vhen time presses on us for other tltings."
"Mary!" Fred turned fully towards her now.
"You are certainly the dearest and kindest girl
in the world. But I am only one of your father's
many hit>ed employees. He-he might not like
me to--"
"Fred, we cannot stand here talking long. But
in the last few days my father has told me and
Aunt Mercy that you were the most extraordinary young men he had ever had about him,
and all owing to the way you have acted since
you first rescued him the night he fell from the
train. That means a lot, coming from fathe1·."
Brankston felt his pulses thrill in a way thew
had never thrilled before. They were walking
their ponies now, with Mary on the sheltered
side. He rested his gun across the saddle, took
both her hands in his, and stammered:
"You make me happy-most happy. After
these troubles are over and all of us back in old
Cincy and your father has closed his timber
,
deal, may
I-may I-+-"

What he may or may not l1ave proposed, might
or might not have been divined by Mary Knox,
but Fred did not complete his wish in words,
then; for a distant thrashing amd the shrubbery on the opposite side from w1ere the far
sounds of fighting were dying out, was heard.
Mingled with this came guttural groans and
prayers in a tongue not often heard in these
mountains.
Brankston stopped his pleading, restored in a
second to th·e vital possible perils that still, so
far as either knew, sunounded them.
"I think you may, Fred," confessed the pretty
girl, who was so much restored by being with
the manliest young fellow she had ever known,
that these sounds, so disturbing him, were unable
to prevent giving him such tacit hope, as might
lie in these few words.
"Great king! Whar is I? Dat's what I wants
ter know. Oh, Lawdy, Lawdy! Have mussy on
dish yere pore old nigger-wow-a-a-h-h! Tu.'n
me loose, I tells yeh!" And the howls ran off
into an indistinct jumble of prayers, cuss words,
and groanings beyond measure.
"Why, that must be poor old Pete," said Ma1·y.
"And we had fo1·gotten him entirely, though he
had our things."
"It must be Pete," whispered Fred. "He was
with us on the way from Jefferson, with your
baggage strapped on another horse. But when
we turned off to go to Parson Turley's house,
where we heard you, Sister Mercy, and Malvina were supposed to be at, Pete somehow disappeared. He may have gotten lost, or fallen in
with some Turleys-h-s-s-h! I am sure I hear
another voice. Please wait until I--"
"No Fred." The girl spoke promptly. "Where
you go I will go. So many things have, happened that-that I don't want to be left alone,
even for a moment."
"Come then, Mary.'' How his heart jumped to
hear her last words. "Only-please keep behind
me. One never knows who or what may happen
in this confounded region."
With the girl's bridle looped over his left elbow, and his rifle held at readiness, Fred followed by Mary Knox, cautiously felt his' wav
through a rather thick undergrowth, that was
, overshadowed by tall trees, rather thinly
sprinkled about. But the shade was dense enough
to obscure the moonlight.
The groans and adjurations were continued;
but as the two drew nearer, they could distinguish the mountain drawl of another voice, that
seemed to be used in intimidating the old darky.
Pete, in all his well-regulated serving years, had
never been placed in anything like the situations
which the events of the last few days had assumed.
"No, suh, I won't tell yeh a thing, suh. You
kin beat me, roughrider me; but ef I lets ary one
of yeh know whar my marste1·'s and mistis' baggige is-I hopes I may be-tha1· now! Ye like
to hav·e made me swore. I 'longs ter de chu'ch,
I does -oh, Lawdy! Don't, suh! You kin have
what I got, fer I'm lost, and dyin', and I don't
keer. But yeh ean't git them thievin' fingers on
ma1·ster's and-help! Help! Dish yere man's a
beatin' me-"
(To be continued)
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THE NEWS IN SHORT ARTICLES.
AN ADHESIVE FROM SNAILS
Many of the larger kinds of snails _have at the
extremity of their bodies small white bladders
filled with a gelatinous substance. It has b~en
discovered that this is the stron~est adhesive
known for the repairing of porcelam, glass, etc.
The substance is applied thinly to both sides of
the fracture and the broken piece is tied firmly
together so that all_ is held in plac~. A rath~r
longer time for drymg should be given than m
the case of ordinary adhesives so as to allow the
natural glue to acquire the greatest degree . of
strength. When it is onc_e r~ally set_ th~ tenacity
of this remarkable adhesive is astorushmg.
VAST FORTIFICATIONS OF METZ .
An article by Colonel E. M. Blake, C.. A., i~
the Journal of the "United States Artillery,
speaking of the modern Metz fortifications, says
that the turrets containing the Krupp gun? can
be manned and supplied without ever e~posmg a
man as all batteries are connected with othe1·
works of the "Feste" by deep subterranean galleries. Miles of these galleries nave been cut,
with a cross section and grade to allow men to
circulate rapidly when needed, and one finds
complete kitchen, bakeries, bathing and toilet
rooms for the garrison, large recreation rooms,
electric lighting and power, and a complete system of forced draft ventilation.
TRYING TO SALVAGE CARGO OF MILLIONS
A maritime romance of absorbing interest is
attached to the voyage of the Government salvage steame1· Racer, which has sailed from Southampton. She was bound for the north coast of
Ireland where twenty fathoms deep, lies the
wreck ~f the White Star liner Laurentic, with
specie to the value of 3,000,000 pounds sterling
buded in debris that was once her bulk. The
object of the Racer's request is to recover this
valuable cargo.
The Laurentic was sunk-whethe1· by accidental contact with a mine or by a German submarine never has been definitely establishedwhile on a voyage to America in the early part
of 1917. She carried $45,000,000 in gold and silver money intended for the payment of munitions supplied by United States firms.
BEATS HIS CHILD WITH FIST
After pleading guilty the other day to severely
beating his three-year-old boy with a clenched
fist, Walter Gray, a piano maker, of No. 434
West 48th Street, New York, was sentenced to
sixtv davs in the workhouse in Special Sessions.
Di·. Gibbs of the Children's Society, testified
the child had suffered contusions of both cheeks,
injuries on the neck, the lower part of the back
and right hip.
The complaint was made by the mother of the
child. Following his arrest the father said he
had inflicted the beating because the youngster

had awakened him from his sleep. In court he
said the boy had not obeyed him.
In passing sentence Justice Freschi said it was
too bad the law did not give the court the privilege of letting Gray have a dose of his owu
medicine.
BRITISH WARSHIPS FOR CHILI
The Chilian navy is to receive a substantial
increase in ships from Great Britain, the latter
power having agreed to turn over to Chili one
battleship, one transport, and three torpedoboat
destroyers of 1,800 tons each. The only battleship that Chili has at present is the antiquated
Capitan Prat (1888), reconstructed in 1890.
During the World War Great Britain requisitioned two battleships building for Chili, one of
them, the Almirante Latorre, being renamed
Canada. This vessel is a powerful craft with a
full load displacement of 32,000 tons, a speed of
22.75 knots, and burns both oil and coal. Her
main battery consists of ten 14-inch guns. This
vessel is probably the battleship allotted to Chili,
and the destroyers and the transport are taken
over by Chili to replace the second battleship.

ROWBOATS LIKE BOWLS
The goufas of the Tigris are wonderful! And
I suppose they should remind me of something
besides the "three wise men of Gotham who
went to sea in a tub," writes Eleanor Franklin
Eagan in the "Saturday Evening Post." That
is exactly what they remind one of. They are
perfectly round reed baskets, "covered within
and without with pitch." They have curved-in
brims and they look for all the world like enormous black bowls floating uncertainly about.
They are the only kind of rowboat the Bagdad
· people seem to know anything about, and the
river at times is literally crowded with them.
They roll around among the larger and more
possible looking craft like a thousand huge inverted tar bubbles; and the way they are laden
is a ma1·vel and a mystery.
Many of them ply back and forth as ferry
boats, and it is not at all unusual to see one of
them carrying two donkeys, half a dozen sheep,
a dozen people and somebody's entire stock of
earthly belongings in bundles and bales. They
the most pleasing to the eyes when they are
carrying reeds from the marshes up river. The
reeds are cut with their feathery blooms still on
and are packed in a goufa in upright sheaves,
the effect being a gigantic imitation if a Scotch
thistle, out of the top of which, as often as not,
protrude the turbaned head and brightly-hooded
shoulders of an Arab passenger. The men who
propel the amazing craft squeeze themselves in
under its curving b1·im and wield long paddles
and poles with a skill that nothing could surpass.
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ran my eyes carefully over the shore.; of the lake,
I had not been mistaken.
Upon the opposite side I plainly saw men moving in the bushes.
I made no sign, but pretended to be only busy
By Alexander Armstrong.
in watering my oxen; yet I kept an eye upon the
suspicious spot, and ere long saw a huge Ca:ffre
Ten years ago, or thereabouts,. I ·encamped by warrior upon his hands and knees looking earna lake near the Caffraria Mountams.
estly towards our camp.
I had been engaged by a party of Portuguese
As I walked back to the tether I thought the
to guide them from the coast up into the country matter over, and was not long in coming to a contowards the homes of the Bechuanas, where a clusion.
Catholic mission had been established.
In the first place there was a party of Cafl'res
There were in the party two pl'iests, called upon the opposite side of the lake, and the very
Fathe1· Anselmo and Father Ambrose, and four fact that they kept themselves concealed was
merchants.
proof enough that thev meant mischief.
I told them that they were going to travel a
What was to be done?
dangerous road, for the Caffres had been at war
In the judgment of the merchants I had little
with the "English, and had a deadly hatred of confidence.
all white men.
Father Ambrose, the elder of the two priests,
But the two priests were not to be put out. . was the man to advise with.
They said they were at work for a Heavenly
I drew him apart, as though I wanted him to
Master, and their work must be done.
look at the oxen, and when we were far enough
As for the merchants, I could understand them away I told him what I had seen.
·He was very thoughtful, but did not seem to be
easily.
.
.
. .
. .
They were gomg with the nnssionanes m the frightened, and I soon found that he knew as
hopes of making large sums of money.
much of the Cafl'res as I did.
The priests were really the leaders of the exHe told me to wait while he went down to the
pedition; but one of the merchants a large, pow- water, and not to speak of the matter to an.I" (If
erful man, called Don Gomez, assumed control of the others.
affairs.
He went to his pack and took out an old shirt,
They had six Hottentot servants when we sta1-t- which he carried down to the water to wash.
ed · but before we had traveled a week four of
He worked away until he had Temoved as much
th;se Hottentots deserted.
dirt as he thought necessary, and then he came
However, the priests willingly cooked for the back an:1 joined me again.
party, and the runaway servants were not much
"You are right," he said to me. "Th:i •e are
missed.
Cafl're men hidden beyond the Jake, and I haYe
In twenty days we had crossed the mountains seen some of them. They are wanlo1·~ , and are
to the great basin where the water commences to of a savage, blood-thirsty tribe, and I know that
flow to the west.
they mP.an to attack us.
How can we escape
As yet we had met with no trouble, and the them?"
merchants laughed when I spoke of the Caffres.
I shook my head.
I told them if the Caffres did not come they
"There can be no use in fleeing/' he rnntinuec'!,
might laugh, and welcome; and, too, they might ''for they wrnld surely overtake us. \Ve might
laugh, if they could, if the Caffres did come.
po:'sibly save ourselves by leaving all our pn•pI knew that the men of the Caffre land were ert y behind, but we must not do that."
mad and bloodthirsty.
Aud 1·hrn he asked me what I thought.
And one thing more I told the Portuguese. The
I toi.d him that we had got to meet the Caffres
Caffre warriors were not children.
at sonw time, and I thought we had bettel' do it
They were strong and powerful, and knew how now while we had wantlng of their coming.
to use their strength.
He th(lught the same.
It was almost sundown when our camp was
"There cannot be many of them," he said, "c,r
fixed by the side of the lake and while the priests they would have attacked us ere this. Tl10r mean
set about preparing supper, I helped take care to set upon us by night."
of the oxen.
Of course this seemed reasonable though I had
We had no wagons, the goods being canied by not thought of it before.
the oxen in packs.
After consulting a while longer Father AnAs I led some of the animals down to the water selmo was called.
to drink, I saw fresh footprints in the sand.
He trembled when he heard the ne\vf. but said
They were large, strong prints, and I knew that he was ready to do his pa.rt.
·
Caffre men had made them.
Father Ambrose nodded his head, as mnrh i:s
And this was not all that I discovered.
to say that he felt the same.
I found a broken anow, and a spot oi fresh
The foLL~ merchants were an...~ou.s fo.•: tltdr supblood, and feathers scattered about on the sand, per, and cailed for the priest to hurry up.
as though a bird bad been shot there.
The cloth was spread by the cover of some
These marks could not have been made many bushes, and while the others were eating Father
hours.
Ambrose directed me to see that every piece of
If Caffres had made them, then I did not be- firearms was carefully loaded.
lieve the Cafl'res could be far away.
We had arms enough-as many a s we could
I led my oxen back to the tether, and brought possibly use-and when I had seen that they were
down some more to the water; and this time I all ready, I went back to the eating cloth, where
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I found the old pi-iest just explaining to the merchants what had been discovered.
At first three of them were for instant flight,
but Don Gomez soon put the idea out of their
heads.
However, they were not cowards-if they had
been they would never have ventured into that
country-and it was finally arranged that we
would make a bold fight of it under the lead of
Don Gomez.
As soon as we had eaten supper we moved our
packs all out into an open space, and when it was
faidy dark we threw our blankets down upon
the ground close by them.
After this we took our station behind a clump _
of bushes, where we had planned to wait for the
Caffres.
We had two rifles each, and four of those, in
the hands of the merchants, wel'e double-barreled.
We also had pistols and swords.
The two servants, in addition to their 1·ifles,
had long boarspears, which they could use with
_J
much dexterity.
Within half an hour after we had t'aken our
stations, we could see dark objects moving upon
the shore of the lake.
There was a very small moon, just hanging
above the tops of the trees, and it gave light
enough to help us.
Had the enemy waited half an hou1· longer, they
would have gained an advantage by it; but they
probably thought they had us surely enough,
and wanted the light to help them.
In a little while they were lost to our sight
behind the trees between us and the end of the
lake, and when we saw them again they were
within a hundred yards of us, with nothing but
open ground between us.
There were eighteen of the Caffres, all of
them stout, powerful warriors, armed with clubs
and spears.
They stopped a few seconds when they came
in sight of our camp, and Don Gomez had just
turned to speak with me, when they sent forth a
huge shout, like the roar of bull buffaloes, and
dashed towards the spot whe1·e our packs were
piled up.
The thicket in which we were posted was upon
one side of the opening, and about twenty yards
from the packs.\
As the shout of the Caffres broke. upon the air,
Don Gomez gave the word for us to fire.
We poured in a well-directed volley upon the
maraudel'S and they stopped in the headlong
course, and their warshouts were changed to yells
and groans of surprise and pain.
Before they could fairly make up their minds
upon this unexpected turn of affairs, we had
aimed our second lot of rifles, and another volley was fired.
·1 saw, when the smoke lifted the first time,
that some of the Caffres harl fallen, and I know
that this second discharge must have taken down
more of them.
From what I knew of the Caffre character, I
supposed that the rascals would draw off at this
second fire, but in this I was mistaken.
While yet the smoke lay like a dense cloud between us, one of them, who was probably their
chief, sent forth a terrific shout, which was answered by a number of others, and in a moment
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more as many as a dozen of them came rushing
through the smoke, with their spears aimed directly towards us.
They had discovered our cover, and were bound
to make an assault. ~
It was fortunate for us that Don Gomez was
cooler and b1'aver than I had taken him to be.
When he saw this movement of the Caffres,
he leaped to his feet and ordered us to follow
him.
He ~old us to leave our empty rifles and take to
our pistols.
As he spoke he sprang backwards from the
thicket, and ran around so a,s to come up on the
·
enemy's flank.
His three companions followed him closely
while the ~wo priests and myself brought up th~
rear, pushmg the two sergeants ahead of us.
The Cafl'res were charging upon the bushes
thrusting their spears into the cover when w~
came ou~ on the other side; and b~fore they
could fairly_ turn. we. had discharged our first
battery of pistols, holdmg another battery still in'
reserve.
The Don ordered us to keep the other pistols till
we should come to close quarters.
This new fire seemed to startle the Caffres
and they hesitated as they turned towards us'.
Do_n Go:r_nez saw his advantage, and with a loaded pistol m one hand and a sword in the other
he gave, the order to charge, and dashed forward'.
I don t know but that those Pol'tuguese merchants yelled as loud as the savages did.
At any rate, they sent forth a terrible warcry
as tl:er _dashed to the charge, and I could not
help Jommg them.
I yelled with_ all my might and when I dischar~ed my pistol I had the satisfaction of
knowmg that I had subtracted one from the number of our enemies.
And that was the last fighting I had to do on
that occasion.
I thought I had seen smart warriors before but
~ hav1; never seen anything to equal the ma;:mer
·
m which Don Gomez used his sword.
Three spears were aimed at him as he advanced
and he cut them in twain as though they had
been reeds of grass.
And with his own sword he cut down three of
the Caffres in quick succession.
And Father Ambrose was not a coward.
I saw him hew d_own two of the enemy and
when he had done 1t I heard him muttering a
prayer.
Four of the Caffres lived to run away before
our eyes.
Don Gomez started to give chase; but they
plunged into the lake and he let them go.
By a strange mercy none of our party was
killed though two of the merchants were wounded.
In the morning we had the labor of burying
twelve dead Caffres, so that there must ha.ve
been six escaped, for I know that I counted eighteen of them at first.
However, we went our way without further
molestation, and Don Gomez made me a present
of a fine rifle, in consideration of the dano-er J
had incuned on account of himself and friends.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
380 POUNDS OF BRANDY DROPS ARE
SEIZED IN HARTFORD.
Seizure of 380 pounds of a 500-pound consignment of brandy drops from New York to
Hartford was reported by H. H. Spooner, State
Seeretary of the Connecticut Temperance Union, who for years represented the union as legislative agent during the sessions of the General Assembly. In four months, Mr. Spooner
says, he personally made 150 complaints of alleged violation of the Prohibitory Amendment ';o
the Federal officers.
ROBBER PLAYS CRIPPLE
On crutches, a well dressed man entered the
Bellevue-Stratford Hotel, Philadelphia, Pa., May
10, 1·egistered as "Charles Duboise and wife,
Bridgeton, N. J.," and was assigned to a room.
He said his wife would arrive later. He asked
for the name of a jeweller.
Shortly after 2 o'clock in the afternoon Bailey,
Banks & Biddle reported that Duboise had telephoned and requested that they send a salesman
to his room with diamonds. Hiram McDa<le was
.sent with jewelry valued at $25,000. He later
was found in the bathroom, trussed up with
straps takeri from a suit case. The man had
suddenly drawn a blue steel revolver, commanded
McDa<le to put up his hands and had then backed
him into the bathroom and fastened him to a
chair.
THREE KINDS OF TIME IN THE STATE
OF OHIO.
Ohio will have four different names for its
dock time this summer and three different kinds
of time. They are: Eastern standard, sun time,
central standard and advanced central standard.
'l'he last mentioned is a name only, for it coincides with Eastern standard time. The name
crone through action of communities in Western
Ohio deciding to advance their clocks one hour.
It was the same as Eastern standard time, but
they preferred to call it advanced central standard.
About half of Ohio is on Eastern standard
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time because the 1·egular dividing line runs midState from north to south.
When it is noon at Youngstown it will be
11 A. M. at Cincinnati, Dayton and Toledo,
but it will be noon at Hamilton and Springfield,
which are only a few miles out of Cincinnati
anti Dayton. At the same time it will be 11.30
o'clock sun time in some other places.

LAUGHS
"What made her family think she's succeed
in hospital work?" "She was always the kind of
girl who rubs things in and nurses an injury."
Teacher-If you wear one pair of shoes three
months, how long will two pairs last? Jimmie
-A year. Teacher-Oh, no; how do you get
that? Jimmie-I don't wear any in the summer.
A woman went to a bank. She noticed that
there was a new face behind the window. "Has
the cashier gone away to take a rest?" she inquired. "No," replied the new man; "he has
gone away to avoid it."

"I trust, Miss Smith," remarked a persevering
young man, as he rose to depart, "that I have
not taken up too much of your valuable time?"
"Not at all," replied the girl. "'l"he time you
have taken up has been of no value to me whateve1·, I assure you!"
Old Lady-Well, my boy, and what do you
want? Boy-I've called for the reward of five
shillin's wot you offered for the 1·etmn of your
canary. Old Lady-But that is a cat you have
there! Boy-Yes, I know, mum; but the canary's inside of 'im. I just seen 'im eat it.
Benevolent Old Gentleman-"My little boy,
have you no better way to spend this beautiful
afternoon than by standing in front of the gate
idling away your time?" Little Boy-l'l'm not
idling away my time. There's a chump inside
with my sister, who is paying me a dime an
hour to watch for pa."
"Say," said Baitman, as he passed the fish
dealer's stand, "send up a couple of nice bass to
the house to-morrow·: • "All right, sir," answered the dealer. "And be sure they are bass,"
continued Baitman. "You see, I'm going-erout of town for the day, and-er-the last time
I went I told my wife I was going trout fishing,
and you sent up a salt mackerel. Another error
like that on your part and there will be strained
relations in my family. See?"
"Moving Picture Stories," No. 308, contains an
article entitled "HOW TO BECOME A MOVIE
ACTOR." Buy a copy. Price 7 cents; postage free.
HARRY E. WOLFF, 166 W. 23rd St., N. Y.
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A FEW GOOD ITEMS
FEW BLACK SQUIRRELS
In various parts of the country a_ c~>al b~ack
squirrel is met with; it is but a me)amsti~ vanety
of the gray, and it is now becomrn_g quite rare,
says the American Forestry Magazme of Washington. _They are about. t~e same_ size as the
gray squIITel and have similar habits.
ANNOYED SHIP CREW
The Pacific Mail freighter Haleskala arrived
at San Francisco, Calif., recently from Calcutta,
after having a lively voyage, according to Capt.
Fleming and members of the crew.
An orang outang wo1·ked the reverse gear of
the engines while the eng1ne room crew took J?Ot
shot and finally killed }um, a monkey sc01T1ed
aloft and nearly deafened all hands by swinging
from the whistle cord, a 100-year-old elephant,
which died aboard ship, became a derelict. in
mid-Pacific when the carcass failed to sink after
it had been weighed with iron and heaved over
the side, and caged tigers took bites out of all
who approached too near.
Four men were in the sick bay when the ship
made port, three suffering from tiger bites and
one with his arm torn from wrist to shoulder by
an em·aged monkey. The animals are consigned
to American zoos.
FLYERS HELD IN BOOZE CASE
Charged with having transported ~w~lye cases
of liquor in a naval seaplane from B1mm1, one of
the Bahama Islands, to Key West, Fla., Lieut.
W. H. Cushing and Ensign Frank Lamb, Naval
Reserve officers have been recommended for
courtmartial by ~ board of inquiry at Key West.
Three enlisted men of the plane's 'crew were
~u~
· du
The two officers are alleged to have "acquire
the twelve cases at Bimini Isla~d when the
planes in which they were making a return
flight from Pensacola, Fla., to Rockaway, _L. I.,
bv way of Key West, made a detour to the island
before· putting in at the la_tter port. _The "cargo"
i - alleged to have been discovered m the plane
at J,Cey West before t~e flight was resu~ed to
Rockaway where Cushmg and Lamb we1e stationed. ·Pending action by the Navy Depa1·tment on the report of the board, the two officers
are being held at Rockaway.
SITS AMONG SNAKES
Dr. Marie Phisalix is making a tho.rough study
of poisonous reptiles and the practical u:'es 0
which they can be put. She spends her tune ~n
the serpents' house of the famous Zoo, the J ar~m
de Pantes, where she sits in l~er _laboratory with
her rnak~, salamanders, smgmg toads and
gra;;s-green tree frogs about her.
.
· "Here," she said, taking 1!-P a lovely_ newt with
the resplendent orange waistcoat which Nature
gives him for courting ~mes, "here is ~ gent~eman whose poison is not 11;1 a gland provided :v1th
a fang but under his skin," an1 she explained

that this device, if it left him defenseless before
his enemy the snake, yet defended his race, since
no snake co·uld eat two newts. He dies from
the ~fleets of the first.
Mine. Phisalix is the only woman engaged in
research work at the Paris Natui·al History
Museum, and she holds a unique position in the
scientific world. She took her degree at Sevrns
Women's College and was a professor of patural
science in different lycees, which she obtained i11
1900 with a thesis on the salamander and poisonP
from the medical point of view.
MUSK FOR PERFUMES A CHINESE EXPORT
A newly discovered perfume extracted from
seaweed was sold in France recently at $5 a
drop. It is said to take one ton of seaweed to
produce five drops.
Musk, so important to the perfumery compounder, is a secretion of the male musk deer.
Three kinds of musk are distinguished in commerce, the most important and valuable being
the Chinese or Tonkin musk, imported principally from Shanghai. It is put up in small tinlined caddies, each containing two or three musk
pods. These are generally adulterated with dried
blood, fragments of leather, leaden pellets, peas,
etc., so that often little more than the original
scent remains.
The Ghinese pods vary greatly in value, ac
cording to quality and genuineness. Some musk
collected from the western Himalayas is exported from India. It is much less prized than
genuine Tonkin musk. The third variety, known
as Kabardine or Siberian musk, is exported from
Central Asia. It is in large pods, said to be
yielded by a distinct species of deer, and is very
inferior. Good musk is of a dark purplish color,
dry, smooth and unctuous to the touch and bitter
in taste.
A grain of musk will distinctly scent inillions
of cubic feet of air without any appreciable loss
of weight, and its scent is not only penetrating
but more persistent than that of any other known
substance. As an ingredient in perfumery its
powerful and enduring odor gives stTength and
permanency to the vegetable essences, so that it·
is used in nearly all compounded perfumes.
Musk, or some substance possessed of the inrn'11,
odor, is also contained in glands in the jaws of
alligators and crocodiles, whence it has baen extracted for use in perfumery in fadia and Egypt.
The musk ox and the Indian and European
muskrat are, as their names fadicate, remarkable
for the odor.
•
The musk deer differs from the typical members 0f the deer family and stands by itself as an
isolated zoological form, as both sexes are entfrely devoid of any sort of frontal appendage
and the upper canine teeth of the males are remarkably developed-long, slender, sharp-pointed and gently curved, projecting downward out
of the mouth, with the ends turned somewhat
backward.
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ITEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST
RAILROAD PROTECTS BABY ROBINS
A pair of robins built their nest in a freight
ear and just as the brood was hatched the order
came to send the car on to Chicago. The yard
men, after consultation, telegraphed the situation
to headquarters, and the order came instantly to
sidetrack the car till the babies were able to leave
the nest.
18 CENTS

FOR ONE POTATO

It is a far cry from the old time grocer who
osed to place a potato on the spout of his customer's kerosene can as a stopper to the grocer
who sells a single potato for eighteen cents. A
potato weighing two pounds was sold in Munice,
Ind., by Clarence E. Frees, a ·grocer, for that
amount. It cost him sixten cents, so he believes
he is not a profiteer. Muncie housewives in many
neighborhoods have established an 'unorganized
boycott" on potatoes, and many restaurants have
stopped serving them with dinner orders.
A NOVEL MAIL ROUTE
The most picturesque rural mail route in Oregon is a 30-mile stretch of the Rogue River, which
empties into the Pacific near the State's southern
boundary. A motorboat is the carrier's "mail
wagon," and in it he makes the 60-mile journey
every other day. Wooden uprights at the river's
edge hold the mail boxes. To make this nonstop delivery possible the year around, the carrier's clientele obligingly move the posts farther
into the stream during summer-time's low water,
and back again during the floods of spring.
SQUIRRELS BIG AS CATS
There is no country that can rival North Amerfca for the great number of squirrels, both species and subspecies, represented in her fauna. In
so far as brilliancy of color and size are concerned, however, says the American Forestry
Magazine of Washington, the handsomest and
largest squil'l'els in the world are found in the
Orient and the East Indies. Along the coast of
Malabar is found a squirrel as big as an ordinary
cat. This animal is bright red on the upper part
. of its body, offset by the most intense black, while
all the lower parts are of a clear yellow.
MOTORCYCLIST BRAVES DEATH VALLEY
An achievement that is unequaled in motoring
history was performed this month by John E.
Hogg of Los Angeles when in the interests of
three large rnilroad companies he made a tour of
Death Valley on a middleweight machine. The
trip, which is a hazardous one at any time of the
year, because of the utter absence of distinguishable trails, the great distance between water holes
and prowling packs of coyotes, was accomplished
by Hogg and his little machine without a single
mishap. He covered over 800 miles on the floor
of Death Valley itself, which is the greatest depression on the face of the earth, with the excepUon of the Dead Sea region in Palestine.

HOW RUGS BECOME "ANTIQUE''
How "genuine antique rugs" are manufactured
and prepared for European markets and American markets is told by an American who visited
Bagdad. The shopping streets seem like tunnels.
They are arched overhead with brick to keep out
the heat; thus they run, like subways, up and
down the bazar quarter. Through those long,
stifling, faintly lighted tunnels throng the eternal
crowd of men, mules and camels. Often one will
see a fine rug lying fl.at in the filth of a narrow
street, ground beneath the tramp of men and
beasts, but there is method in this. Foreigners
make Oriental rugs, bright and new, in Persia and
sell them through Bagdad. Since an "old rug" is.
worth more, wily brokers have hit on this way ta
make a new 111g look old.

LIVED OVER 114 STICKS OF DYNAMITE 11
YEARS
John O'Rielly, of 22 Carson Street, Dorchester
section of Boston, learned that he has lived for
eleven years and brought up his family in a house
built over 114 sticks of dynamite. But nothing
happened and now nothing ever will, as the stuff
has been discovered and carried away. O'Rielly
says it is too late to be scared now, but his wife
and four children were victims of an attaek of
"nerves."
O'Rielly was digging an excavation for a foundation under the L of his house when the shovel
struck into a rotted board about thilty inches below the surface. Prying it up, the collection of
dynamite sticks, each about six inches long and
packed in sawdust was exposed.
State explosive expert Walter Wedger declared
it the largest lot of dynamite ever discovered in
one place in his experience. How it came there
is a mystery. A widow lived in the house before
the O'Riellys moved in.

GIANT DINOSAURUS STOLEN
Who stole the great Patagonian dinosaurus?
This is a question the newspapers are a sking and
it is also a question which Dr. Carlos Ameghino,
Director of the Buenos Ayres Museum of Natural History, would like to have answered.
The clinosaurus, or rather its skeleton, was
stolen from the soil of Patagonia, near Neuquen, where it was discovered by English engineers a year ago. Dr. Ameghino at his own expense, sent an expedition in charge of a young
naturalist, Augusto Tapia, to bring the skeleton
to Buenos Ayres.
"The English engineers," says Dr. Ameghino, ·
"informed Tapia that while they were on a trip
of exploration an unknown person bad come to
the place, collected all the fossils and taken away
those which interested him, including the dinosaurus.
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::!!:~wg_1;;_nt...it::!;:.;;~
and a 1elediolll of O reeorda tr.._

E. D. UFE, DepL 4T46 CHICACO
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1

~ ~ } • 4 1 6.b.euld M&11i&1• Bu B,au. IO aak• bha Propo,,t Jfuriap.
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WARD PUB; CO., TILTON, N. H:

HIGHEST
HOUSE
"The loftiest
habitation in the
world is in Peru,"
w r i t e s Isaiah
Bowman in "The
Andes" of South.Peru, pub1.r11
the
lished by
GeoAmerican
graphical Society.
''Between Antabamba and Cotahuasi occur the
highest passes in
the Maritime Cordilla. We crossed
at 17,400 feet and
300 feet lowel' is
the last outpost
of the In d i a n
shepherds. T h e
snowline, v e l' y
steeply c a n t e d
away from the
sun, i s between
17,700 and 17,600
feet. At frequent
intervals during
the three months
of winter snon·falls during the
night and terrific
hailstorms in the
l a t e afternoon
drive both shepherds and flocks
to the shelter of
leeward slopes or
steep c a n y o n
walls.
"The thatched
stone hut that hepasse<). at 17,100
feet and that enjoys the distinction of being the
highest in t h e
world was in oth8uperio1· quality er l'espects the
blue, black, 1·ed, same as the thouviolet or green. sands of others in
Put up in dry the same region.
form, 1 powder in It sheltered a
water makes 1 family of five.
quart. Worth three or four times at Hundreds of alretail price. 1 powder, 25 cents; 6 pacas and sheep
powders, $1.00 Postpaid. Big oppor- grazed on the hill
tunity for agents.
slopes and valley
floor, and their
SHELTOI'f CHEMICAL CO.
tracks showed
plainly that they
101-A Shelton, Conn.
were frequently
d r i v en up the
snowline in those
Learn this interesting profession by
valleys where a
Quality
mall durtng spare tim&,
trickle of water
for lnftuenti-.1 position - travel BI>lendid salary. Wo g<1t you tho Job
supported a band
on graduatlon.
of pastu1·e
Booklet D 50 cxpJolns our course. Write.

"A Quart for AQuarter''
Earn Big Pay
Fascinating Work
Get into this fascinating new Finger Print
profession. Big salaries, rewarcls and fees
nre paid to men who are trained in this
modern, scientific method of identification.
Finger Print Experts are needed by governments, corporations, police departments, and
other institutions. Learn in your spare time
at home to Jill one of these big jobs or go
into business for yourself as a Finger Print
Detective.
11
~¥i"~~~u~
Book FR.EE ~~!:r °fr~t r'li'o~~~- r~~W.
how you ean
this wonderfully interesting work and

easily Quality. lti1ht now we are maldng an amazing special o!!er of a FREE COURSE in Secret
Service. Be prompt be!ore th.iJ ~eat otter is with·
drawn. Send postal to-day.

UNIVERSITY OF APPIJED SCIENCE,
Dept: 2584, 1820 Sunnyside Ave., Chicago, Ill,

INK

STANDARD BUSINESS TRAINING INSTITUTE

Buffalo. N. Y.

FRENCH TEND
GRAVES
On the wooded
slope of a hill
that rises in a
bend of the Seine
just on the edge
of Paris there is
a little cemetery
t h a t is doing
much to weld another link in the
chain of friendship b i n d i n g
France
and
America.
Among the 700
graves of soldiers
in this cemetery
are many graves
of American boys
who h a v e succumbed to their
wounds in the
hospitals in the
suburbs of the
city.
Almost
every
one of the American graves has
been
"adopted"
by some French
family, which
takes care of the
grave as though
one of their own
dead lay there.
M any families
h ave
adopted
from three to five
of the 1 i t t l e
1nounds, and one
prominent F r ench
professional man
of par i s has
and insists upon
tending them with
11:s own hands.
The duties of
the '·fost er-parents " include besides the care of
the grave an effort to get in
touch with the
relatives of the
dead hero in
America to tell
them about the
resting place of
their fallen soldier.
On Sundays it
is not unu1mal to
see a cl oz en
l!rench women in
deep
mourning,
caring for the
gr ave of an
America who ha_s
fallen on tqe s011
of France,

Wonderful Victory
Over Baldness
HAIR GROWN ON MR. BRITT AIN'S BALD HEAD
BY INDIANS' MYSTERIOUS OINTMENT
M:, head at the toi) 1md ba•t was abso- exccsstve d r Y·
lutely bald. The scalp was s1111.1,-. An ex- u~~s o r other
pert said that he thought the hall" roots lll,or<lers. I am
were extinct, and there was no ho;>e ot cuu vinced. n n d
my ever having a uew hair growth.
uw Eturo many
Yet now, at the age of 66, I have a luxurl· scientists w 1 I 1
ant growth of soft, stroni:, lustrous hair l agre<', that the
No trace ot baldness.
hair roots bee om e lrubedded
within th" scalp,
Indians' Secret of Hair Growth covered
by hard
skin, :so tba t
At a tlm.e when I had become discouraged tlley are
11t trying varlo•s hair lotions, tonics, 11 k e bulbs
:1peclallst1' treatments. etc,i I came across, or seeds in
n niy travels, a Cherokee ndtan "mp(]Jclne a bottlo
nan" who had an elixir that he g"arnn- Which Will
ceed would srow my halr. Altho10gb I ball i:row wllen
nn faith. 1 gflve It a trial. To DlY amazp. fertilized.
ment a light fuzz soon appeared. It devel- /Shampoo!!
oped, day by day, Into a regular healthy (which COD·
growth and ere long my hair wae au pro· taln
nlkalUlc as 1n DlY youthful day~.
11 r, )
and
That I waa amazed and happy Is expreBI· hair lotions
Int': DlY state of mind mildly.
wblch contain a I coho! are enemies to the hair, as they 41'7 lt.
Hair Grew Luxuriantly
making It b,1.ttle.
Obvlo11sly, the hair roots bad not been
dead, but were dormant In the scalp, await·
The Secret Now Revealed
Ing the tertlllzlng potency of the mysterl01,e pomade.
ltecently
I wus lndnced, wh!le on a bull•
It became my sudden determination to
trip to Loudon, to introduce Kota,ko,
poesese the recipe or secret If I could. Hav- ness
tile
1t1111un huir e!h.ir. It rut:t w1tb 110 ,..,.
ing used my most persuasive arguments wcdi11Le
deruunll and htts s1uce been introwhich ronvlnced the aged savant of my sinthrougllout Englll!Hl aull Fruuu,
cerity and that he bad only fairness to ex- tiuc.,ll
"h.,n,,
<1.,~pite
the war, It is buvlng a ~reas
pect from me, I succeeded In galn!ng the seIts pvpularity cumes chiefly tru111 tile
cret recipe by i:;lvinr: him a valuable rifle sale.
voluntary
enllorscments
o1 users. Many pertn exchange.
sonS- llli!ll, women autl clJlldren-are report·
Ing uew hair growtll. Some cases were
I Put the Secret Away
r eally more e xtraordiuary than my owu.
My regular business took all my ttme, 1"or instan ce, a la dy r eported that Kotalko
bowover, anl\ J was compelled to torego my grew a beuu t lfnl & 1;pply or blond hair (Iler
plu,rn to jntroduce naturul sllurle) nfter her h c•a(] had been comthe wonderful k - . , .. ..· tely hald since a fever nine years prevltnl-ko (which -I ously ~no sbe had worn a wig ever since.
coll tor short koA military officer had a bnld spot which
talko) ond I put bad been growing larger for some time..
the secret aside Within a few weeks it was corupletely covfor some years,
ered.
~hat my own
I coultl mention numerous ex:, ;,
Now.
hn1r growth wns bavlog mnd" ar.angements b erP
.., it t<>
germanent has snppl y Kot n llrn , a ccording t <l 1
,<. 'tllline
e e n am P I Y Indians' formula to whomsoev,-r ·.;lshea tt
i;roved.
obtain It.
My honest
belief Is that
Recipe Given Free
hnlr root o
rarely die
even when
The rec1i,~ • shall he pl ~nspd to mall, freo.
the hair Addre ss: Job ._ "Hart Brittain . BG-10~. Statails
out tion F, New York, N. Y. When you have
through dan- grown n ew hair please send m r a letter givdrulr, lever, i11g the ta cts for my fil es.

I

I

·w.A:RNING
In keeping your bowels regular do not
becomo addlr.ted to weakening purgatives
or mineral luxatlves: just try KOROLAX:
sate, gentle. wholesome. Best and goes
farthest. Obtainable n t busy drugglsts, everywhere. Korolax ls relief fot' m!\ny aliments,

I

including constipation, headaches. dizzy
spells, belching, gn.s, he artburn, torpid liver,
bad breath, nervousness, dyspepsia, ind-Jgestlon, obesity, mental and physical dullness.

SORENESS

Sore or open
e czema healed
free h ook· uncl
A. C. Liepe, 1457

HEALED

leg s, ulcers, enlarged • rein ~.
" ·hile you -work .
,Vri• c for
descril•e your own cast',
Green Bay Av,, l\UJ.waul. .,Wis.

WILD

WEST WEEKLY

- - LATEST ISSUES - -

007 Young Wild West's Paying Placer; or. Arlctta's
Lucky Sbot.
908 Young Wild West's Double Leap; or, Downing a
Dangerous Gang.
900 Young Wild West After the l\Iexican Raiders; or.
Arietta On a Rot Trail.
910 Young ·wud West and tbe ~ava.io Chief; or, Fierce
Times on the Plains.
911 Young Wild West Chasing the Horse Thieves; or,
Arietta and the Corral Mystery.
!>12 Young Wild West and the Jlllne Girl; or, The Secret
Band of Silver Shaft.
913 Young Wild West ]Jxposing the Express Robbers;
or, With Arietta in Gold Dust City.
914 Young Wild West and the Cowboy '!'railer; or, The
Ranchman's Revenge.
015 Yonng \\ ild West anll the :.l!issing Scout; or, Arietta and tbe Madman.
916 Young Wild ,Yest Doomed to Death; or, Arietta and
the Rifle Queen.
017 Young Wild \Vest on a Golden 'l'rail; or, The Mystery of l\Iag-ic Pa~s.
918 Young Wild West Fighting the Indians; or, 'l'be Uprising of the Utcs.
919 Young Wild West On a Cattle Range; or, Arietta
and the "Bad" Cowboy.
920 Young Wild West's Gallop for Glory; or, The Death
ot Ace High.
For sale by all news,l<'alei,s, or will be sent to any

address on receipt of price, 7 cents per copy, in 1none.,or posbige sta1nps, by

HARRY E, WOLFF, Pub., 166 \Yest 23cl St., New York.

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
No. 31. HOW TO BECO:."IIE A SPEAKER.-Coutaining
fourteen illustrations, giving the different positions
requisite to licicome a good speaker, render mid elocutionist. Also containing gems from all the popular
authors of prose and poetry.
No. 32, HOW TO RIDE A BICYCLE.-Containiug instructions for beginners, choice of a machine, hints on
training, etc. A complete book. Full of practical illustrations.
No. 35. HOW TO PLAY GAi\lES.-A complete nnd
useful little book, containing the rules and regulations
of billiards, bagatelle, backgammon, croquet, dominoes, etc.
No, 36. HOW TO SOLVE CO:1,"'UNDRUJ\IS.-Conta iuiug
all the leading conundrums of the day, amusing riddles,
curious catches nn<l witty sa:ving-s .
No. 88. HOW TO BECO~IE YOUR OWN DOCTOR.-

VENTRILOQUISM

A wonderful book, containing useful and practical information iu the treatment of ordinary diseases and ailments common to every family. Abounding in useful
and effective recipes for general complaints.

Tell Tomorrow's$1 75
Weather.
This latest model weather

AND .RABBITS.-A useful and instructive book. Handsomely illus! rated.
No. 40. now TO JllAKl~ AND SET TRAPS.-Inclucling hints on how to catch moles, weasels, ot t<'r, rats.
squirrels nnd birds. Also bow to cnre skins. Copiously
!ll n s tra ted.

taugh$ Almoot Anyone at Home. Hmall cost. 8eD4
&oday 8-cen, stamp for ~artiou)an an<.\~root.
I, A. UITS. IOOM I 674 80 I BISWW If. PEGlll&.11.

prophet forooasts tho
weather 8 to 24 hours in.ad ..
vanoe. Not a toy. but s01en•
tllically constructed working automatically. H~nd-

li!!!fd b:.: 1
~:b\~Jm!n~~~:
ende to use.

Mlle doubl, toter-

eatlllg by fiRrea

No. 30.

now

TO RAISE DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS

No. 41. TIIE BOYS OF NEW YORK END l\.IEYS
,JOn:E BOOK.-Containing a great variety of the latest

jokes used by the most famous end men. No amateur
minstrels is complete with on t this wonderful little book.
No. 42. THE BOYS OF NEW YOR-K STUMP SPE.\I{-

ER.-Containing a varied a~sortment of stump speeches,
Negro, Dutch and Irisl1. Also end men's .iokes. Just
tile thing for home amusement and amateur shows.
For sole by all newsdealers, or will be ~ent to a_~
9
address on receipt of price, IOc. per copy, or 3 for ,..,'}.c
.•
in iu'Oney or postage stamps, by

FRANI{ TOUSEY, Pub., 168 West 23d St,. New Yorlr.

SCENARI OS
.By ,JAJIJE/, P. COGAN

HOW TO
WRITE THE)I

Price 35 Cents Per Copy

This hook contains Sixty Lessons, cove1·ing every phase
of scenario writing, from tho most elemental to the most
advanced principles. It covers everything a person must
know in order to make money as a successful scenario
writer. For sale by all News-dealers and Book-8torea.
or, Address
L. SENARENS, 219 Seventh Ave .• New York, N, Y.

